Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The world has progressed in many realms, but viral diseases continue to exist and contribute to the mortality of humankind along with its varied socioeconomic manifestations. In recent times, there have been outbreaks of several viral infections caused by corona virus, Nipah virus, Ebola virus, Zika virus, dengue virus, chikungunya virus and different strains of influenza virus---H5N1 (avian flu) and H1N1 and H3N2 (swine flu). Recently, the novel coronavirus (nCoV) has caused severe pandemic claiming lives of approximately 2.1 lakh people so far, with high impact on socioeconomic implications around the world. In 2018, nineteen Nipah virus cases were reported in India, 17 of which resulted in mortality. Since 2001, the fatality rate due to Nipah virus infection has been reported to be between 68 and 100% in India \[[@CR1]\]. Major outbreak of Ebola virus disease in West Africa during 2014--2016 claimed 11,315 lives out of 28,616 reported cases. In Australia, in 2019, in the first quarter itself, 27,540 notifications of influenza were received. Although decreased influenza activity is reported for the various continents across the world, different strains of the influenza virus are seen in the various parts of the world with the seasonal influenza A virus predominating \[[@CR2]\]. Zika virus transmission has taken over an epidemic proportion in various parts of the world over the past few years. Presently, dengue is seen to afflict South East Asia 17 times more as compared to other viral infections, thus escalating the cost of dengue treatment to about \$950 million \[[@CR3]\]. Further, in May 2018, around 164,000 dengue incidences had struck globally \[[@CR4]\]. Therefore, the economic ramifications associated with viral diseases have been quite high. Various risk factors identified for viral infections include environmental risks including water supply, sanitation facility and climate, life style including smoking and alcoholism, particular geographical area, various medical procedures like blood transfusion, surgery, transmission from vectors, etc. While from among these, a few factors are unavoidable and precautions need to be exercised to avoid them, efforts can be directed toward the others to elicit positive response \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\].

The major challenge that remains in the development of effective antiviral agents is the ability of the virus to multiply in the host cell by liberating its own DNA or RNA. The host's immune system is highly compromised in case of viral infections and relapses are very common. Also, due to the complexities associated with viruses, treatment is mostly symptomatic and complete eradication of the virus may not be possible. Distinguishing and diagnosing the exact type of viral disease is quite challenging. At times, due to past exposure, viral antibodies present in the host may get activated, rendering it difficult to detect incidental infections \[[@CR8]\]. Difficulties faced in the prevention, detection, or treatment are seen as a red signal by the research community, and newer technologies have been explored to overcome the limitations of present therapies. The present review compiles recent advancements made in this direction and opens up new avenues for further research for diagnosis and treatment of viral infections.

General mechanisms of pathogenesis of viral infections {#Sec2}
------------------------------------------------------

Most of the viral infections are subclinical, where the body's defense mechanism arrests the course of infection before the clinical symptoms become apparent. Such infections are of great epidemiological significance as they become the means of spread of the virus through populations. Various stages of pathogenesis of viral disease include the following: (i) attachment of virus at point of entry, (ii) penetration into the host cell, (iii) uncoating of the virus, (iv) replication through transcription and translation leading to the synthesis of virus-specific proteins, (v) assembly of naked capsids through nucleocapsid, and (vi) release of virions resulting in further spread of infections \[[@CR9]\]. Factors affecting pathogenesis mechanisms include accessibility of tissue to the causative virus, susceptibility of the cell to viral replication, and the resistance of the virus to the host defense mechanisms. The affinity of the virus to infect specific tissue depends on various factors like the presence of virus-specific receptors on the cell, cell transcription factors which enables the cell to recognize viral promoter and enhancer sequences, local pH, temperature, and presence of enzymes which may inactivate the virus \[[@CR10]\]. Mechanisms adopted by the virus to cause destruction of the host cell involve blockade of cellular synthesis of macromolecules compromising cellular energy. Integration of the viral genome with the host genome causing mutations in the host genome is the indirect route to cell damage. The infection process is studied on the basis of virulence, virus-dependent factors, virulence genes, amount of inoculum, speed of replication, and degree to which the viral infection spreads \[[@CR11]\]. The major issue linked with the study of viral diseases is that it is hard to evaluate the way in which the host defenses would interact with the virus. It may act by preventing the growth of the virus or it may stimulate immunological response in the affected tissue \[[@CR12]\]. The basic structures of viruses, certain important proteins of the virus and the host cell which play a significant role in its entry and replication and spread, and currently available FDA-approved treatments and vaccines are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. A pictorial representation of these processes in influenza, dengue, Ebola, Zika virus, herpes infection, and HIV is made in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Important viral and host cell proteins and currently FDA-approved drugs and vaccines for different viral infectionsDisease\
Causative agent\
*Family*Viral proteinsHost cell proteins important for interaction with virusCurrently approved drugs by FDACurrently approved vaccinesRefInfluenzaInfluenza virus A and BNegative-sense single-stranded RNA virus(*Orthomyxoviridae*)Structural proteins:Hemagglutinin (HA)Neuraminidase (NA)Nucleoprotein (NP)Matrix proteins:M1 and M2Nonstructural proteins:NS1 and NS2Polymerase subunits PA, PB1, PB2, and PB1F2Sialic acid residues on the surface, host cell proteasesOseltamivir, zanamivir, peramivir, baloxavir marboxilA yearly vaccine available\[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\]EbolaEnveloped, negative-sense single-stranded nonsegmented RNA virus*Filoviridae*Causing severe hemorrhagic feverSeven structural and two nonstructural proteinsStructural proteins:Nucleoprotein (NP)Capsid proteins: VP30, VP35Matrix proteins: VP40 and VP24Membrane fusion proteins: GP~1,2~RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (L)Nonstructural proteins:Soluble GP (sGP) and small soluble GP (ssGP)C-type lectins (CLECs), phosphatidylserine (PtdSer receptors), C domain of NPC1, two pore calcium channelsProteasesNo currently approved drugsDrugs under investigation:Use of monoclonal antibodies (Zmapp), siRNA (TKM-Ebola), interferons, neplanocin derivatives and endoplasmic reticulum α-glucosidase inhibitors and small molecule nucleoside/nucleotide inhibitors (brincidofovir)Ervebo approved in December 2019\[[@CR17]\]AIDSHIV-1 (more virulent) and HIV-2Single-stranded positive sense enveloped virus*Retroviridae*Structural proteins:Envelope glycoprotein (gp) made of two subunits: gp120 and gp41Core structural proteins: p18, p24Nucleocapsid proteins: p7Late assembly proteins: p6Regulatory proteins:Reverse transcriptase (RT)IntegraseTat and TARProteaseCD4 receptors, chemokine receptors: CXCR4 or CCR5 mainly expressed on macrophages, lymphocytes24 approved drugs belonging to the class of nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) and the non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), integrase inhibitors, Tat TAR interaction inhibitorsNone\[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\]HerpesHerpes simplex virus type-1 and type-2 (HSV-1 and HSV-2)Double-stranded DNA virus*Herpesviridae*(oral and genital lesions to encephalitis)11 glycoproteins including gB and gC. gDTegument proteins, virus-host shutoff protein (VHS), VP 16Regulatory proteins:Immediate early proteins (IE), RNA polymerase IIDNA polymerase, helicase primaseHeparin sulfate proteoglycans presenting binding sites for gB and gCHerpes virus entry mediator (HVEM), nectin 1 and 2 and 3-O sulfated heparin sulfate (3 OSHS) present the binding site for gDThree approved drugs:AcyclovirValacyclovirFamciclovirHerpes DNA polymerase inhibitorsHelicase primase inhibitorsNone\[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]Zika viruspositive-stranded RNA virus*Flaviviridae*Capsid, envelope, precursor of membrane protein (C, E, and prM) and the seven nonstructural proteins (NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, and NS5)AXL, TIM, TAM, DC-SIGN, and Tyro 3gas6NoneLike obatoclax, cavinafungin, sofosbuvir, 7-DMA, BCX4450, and NITD008None\[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]Dengue virusSingle-stranded positive sense RNA virusThree structural proteins:The membrane protein M, the envelope protein E, the capsid protein CSeven nonstructural proteins---NS1, NS2a, NS2b, NS3, NS4a, NS4b, NS5Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as heparan sulfate and lectins, mannose receptors on macrophages, adhesion molecule of dendritic cells (DC-SIGN), the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) receptor CD14, heat-shock proteins: HSP90/HSP70, ER chaperonin GRP78 TIM/TAMMacrophages' Fcγ receptorsNoneDengvaxia approved in May 2019\[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]Corona virusSARS-CoV2Polyproteins PP1a, PP1ab, proteases16 nonstructural proteins: NSP1--NSP16Structural proteins: spike protein (S), nucleocapsid proteinsAngiotensin-converting enzyme II receptors (ACEII receptors), cell surface serine protease TMPRSS2NoneNone\[[@CR29]\]Fig. 1Pictorial representation of the stages involved in various viral infections

Challenges of antiviral treatment {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

Continuous efforts in the direction of research on antiviral therapies have improved the quality of life of patients suffering from viral infections. However, the appearance of newer viral infections worldwide and the emergence of multidrug-resistant strains and its transmission have put forward greater challenges to the clinical utility of antiviral therapies.(i)Some antiviral drugs are known to interact with regular prescription medicines to give adverse drug--drug interactions \[[@CR30]\]. Also, the toxic side effects are common outcomes of long-term treatment module, which may further hinder the patients from following their full medicinal regimen.(ii)Many of the antiviral drugs have short half-life, leading to an increase in the frequency of medication and poor patient compliance \[[@CR31]\].(iii)Development of drug resistance is likely to occur, especially in immunocompromised patients as a result of prolonged drug exposure \[[@CR32]\].(iv)Low bioavailability as a result of limited solubility or permeability may lead to administration of a higher dose and, consequently, may result in toxic effects \[[@CR33]\].(v)Few viruses like HIV, Zika virus, and Ebola spread into inaccessible anatomical regions like the CNS, lymphatic system, and synovial fluid often making it difficult for the drugs to reach resulting in reduced therapeutic efficacy \[[@CR34]\].(vi)Many viral infections remain in the latent stage for a prolonged period and their diagnosis and treatment poses challenges \[[@CR35]\].(vii)Selectivity of antiviral agents toward the virus over the host cell and identification of the target which is unique to virus life cycle is another challenge in their development \[[@CR36]\].(viii)Each virus is unique in its structure and function making the development of a broad-spectrum antiviral agent difficult \[[@CR37]\].

Application of nanotechnology in antiviral therapeutics {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------

With the advent of nanotechnology, it has been possible to comprehend the cellular mechanisms of the living cells and to develop relevant technologies which facilitate early diagnosis and treatment of various viral infections \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. Some of its applications consist of drug and gene delivery; use of fluorescent biological labels, detection of proteins, pathogens, and tumors; separation and purification of biological molecules and cells; tissue engineering; MRI contrast heightening; and pharmacokinetic studies \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. Thus, it has opened up a vast field of research and application with its ability to deal with viral diseases in an efficient manner and address the problems posed by traditional antiviral medicines \[[@CR43]\]. Nanoformulations have not only helped to overcome the problems related to drug solubility and bioavailability but also by themselves have acted as antiviral agents through various mechanisms (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Limitations of conventonal antiviral drugs and advantages of nanoformulations

Nanotechnology formulation aspects and their application in disease therapeutics {#Sec5}
================================================================================

Lipid-based nanoformulations {#Sec6}
----------------------------

A variety of lipids have been explored as carriers for antiviral compounds. In contrast to polymers, lipids have advantages of being biodegradable, biocompatible, inert, nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, easily available, and cheaper \[[@CR44]\]. Moreover, lipids possess unique characteristics like smaller size, larger surface area, high drug-loading capacity, improved interface interactions, controlled release, and enhanced overall performance of the drug they deliver \[[@CR45]\]. They augment bioavailability, improve pharmacokinetic profile, reduce toxicity, and achieve the desired concentration of the drug at otherwise inaccessible sites through various mechanisms \[[@CR46]\]. Some of the commonly used lipids are lecithins, triglycerides (trimyristin, tripalmetin), glyceryl palmitostearate, and fatty acid (beeswax, carnauba wax). They are generally used along with surfactants (up to 30%) and co-solvents (up to 10%) in order to maximize drug solubility \[[@CR47]\]. Lipid-based nanoformulations include liposomes, solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN), nanoemulsions, and nanosuspensions.

### Liposomes {#Sec7}

Liposomes employ small spherical vesicles, 15--1000 nm in size, generated by the use of phospholipids that entrap an aqueous core into which the drug is dispersed. Various targeting ligands may be attached to their surface for site specificity. Liposomes have the capacity to trap and deliver both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs. The lipid layers of liposomes protect the drug from gastrointestinal degradation and help in its sustained release \[[@CR48]\]. In spite of its proved effectiveness as a nanodelivery system, its use is restricted due to low drug-loading capacities and physical instability--related issues encountered during its storage and administration \[[@CR49]\]. Frequently used preparation techniques of liposomes include passive and active loading technique, detergent removal method, solvent dispersion method, mechanical dispersion method using sonication, supercritical fluid technology, dual asymmetric centrifugation, membrane contactor technology, cross-flow filtration technology, and freeze-drying technology \[[@CR50]\].

### Solid lipid nanoparticles {#Sec8}

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) are colloidal systems composed of a solid lipid matrix and have their diameters in the range of 10--1000 nm. This category of solid lipids includes triglycerides, partial glycerides, steroids, fatty acids, and waxes. SLNs differ from liposomes in the aggregation status of lipids. They are designed to achieve controlled drug release profile, improved stability, increased loading capacity, and targeted drug delivery as a result of being able to be functionalized \[[@CR51]\]. The preparation techniques adopted are solvent emulsification/evaporation, emulsification--diffusion, high pressure homogenization, ultrasonication, supercritical assisted injection in a liquid antisolvent (SAILA), fluid extraction of emulsions, and spray-drying \[[@CR45]\]. SLNs are proved to be industrially scalable. SLNs have been used for delivery of various antiviral drugs like ritonavir, maraviroc, darunavir, efavirenz, zidovudine, and lopinavir using various lipids like Gelucire 44/14 and Compritol 888ATO. These formulations have been found to have advantages of improved permeability, bioavailability, retardation of P-gp efflux or cytochrome P 450 metabolism, increased uptake by lymphatic system, decreased first-pass metabolism, prolonged release, and better tissue distribution \[[@CR52]\]. In another study, dolutegravir (DTG) was myristoylated and its nanoformulation was studied for in vitro release profile. From the results, nanoformulation of myristoylated DTG emerged as a long-acting formulation against HIV infection with slow-release potential \[[@CR53]\].

Nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) are considered as second-generation SLNs and make use of liquid lipids which present better loading capacity accompanied by better stability and controlled release pattern in comparison with SLNs \[[@CR54]\]. Additionally, they also can be surface modified to achieve target specificity. NLCs formulated for the delivery of nevirapine using stearic acid, oleic acid, and Compritrol 888 ATO have shown superior release kinetics as compared to pure drug and its SLNs \[[@CR55]\] and NLCs of saquinavir formulated with the use of Precirol ATO5 and Miglyol 812 N/F have shown increased transport across Caco-2 cell monolayers as compared to pure drug \[[@CR56]\].

### Nanoemulsions {#Sec9}

Nanoemulsions (NE) are single-phase thermodynamically stable systems consisting of oil, water, and surfactants and co-surfactants with globule size in the range of 20--500 nm. Various methods like low-energy emulsification method, phase inversion temperature method ultrasonication, high pressure homogenization, or microfluidization are used for their preparation \[[@CR57]\]. Various oils like soyabean oil, castor oil, and peanut oil have been used as lipids \[[@CR58]\]. NEs have advantages of increasing aqueous solubility, loading capacity, increased residence time in GIT, enhanced absorption and bioavailability, and lymphatic uptake \[[@CR59]\]. Manyarara et al. developed nevirapine nanoemulsion using a blend of soyabean oil, ethyl oleate, and oleic acid as lipid phase. The formulation showed low drug efflux and better release profile and permeability than the drug itself \[[@CR60]\]. In another study, saquinavir nanoemulsion was using various edible oils, Lipoid 80, and deoxycholic acid to improve the drug's brain targeting potential \[[@CR61]\]. Prabhakar et al. developed indinavir nanoemulsion using Tween 80 (1%) as co-emulsifier to improve its brain delivery and proposed enhanced LDL-mediated endocytosis and Tween 80--mediated P-gp inhibition as mechanism for effective uptake of indinavir by the brain \[[@CR62]\].

### Self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems {#Sec10}

Self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems (SNEDDS) are another type of lipid-based monotropic systems which are formed by spontaneous emulsification of oil or lipid with water with the help of surfactant, co-surfactant, solvents, and co-solvents and gentle stirring. The hydrophobic drug is solubilized in the oil phase. They are thermostable and nanosized oil droplets and ensure better penetration and bioavailability \[[@CR63]\]. Various antiretroviral drugs have been formulated using various lipids like Capryol 90, Lauroglycol 90, Labafril, and Capmul MCM. Nevirapine formulated as SNEDDS using Captex 200 as lipid, Tween 20 as surfactant, and Capmul MCM as co-surfactant was found to possess 98.9% release in the aqueous media of GIT as compared to 14.74% in case of drug solution \[[@CR64]\].

### Lipid nanoparticles for siRNA delivery {#Sec11}

Recently, gene silencing by RNA interference (RNAi) strategy has been exploited for antiviral treatment. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) is the most commonly used RNAi tool which can target particular genes to cause their short-term silencing and thus blocking the production of respective proteins. They are short (19--21 nucleotides), double-stranded designed and synthesized to target a particular mRNA. They are transfected into the cells with the help of cationic lipid (as liposomes or lipid nanoparticles) or polymers \[[@CR65]\]. The structural features which make lipids efficient vehicles for the delivery of siRNA are their polyunsaturated chains significant in the destabilization of intracellular membranes and the ionizable tertiary amino group which helps in the initial fusion of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) with the cell membrane. Along with cationic lipids, helper lipids like fusogenic phospholipids or polyethylene glycols are also added in the formulation. They help to enhance the transfection efficiency and reduce the immunogenic response by protecting them from the macrophages. In addition, cholesterol is added in such formulations to enhance the stability of LNPs and enhance the activity of cationic lipids \[[@CR66]\].

Arbutus Biopharma Corporation used (2015) formulated siRNA encapsulated in LNPs in the form of IV injections to target EBOV (TKM-Ebola), and it was found to be effective in the early stages of infection in macaques; however, the phase of clinical trials was withheld due to immune response observed in some patients during dose escalation \[[@CR67]\].

Leung and others mentioned about formulating siRNA LNPs for the treatment of Ebola. siRNA acts by blocking the production of any protein responsible for any disease and using LNP as nanocarrier can further lead to improved performance. So for Ebola, LNP siRNA technology consisting of three diverse siRNA sequences targeting the L polymerase, viral protein 24, and viral protein 35 of Zaire Ebola virus (ZEBOV) was utilized \[[@CR68]\]. Results showed the potential of RNA interference as an effective postexposure therapy strategy for individuals infected with Ebola virus, and further suggestion was made that this strategy could be extended to other types of viruses. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents a compilation of various lipid-based nanodelivery systems for antiviral therapeutics.Table 2Lipid-based nanoformulationDiseasesAntiviral drugType of nanodelivery systemLipid/polymer used as carrierKey findingsRefHIVStavudineGelatin liposomesSoya lecithin, gelatinImproves targeting to a reservoir siteControls residual viremia\[[@CR69]\]VZV, diseases caused by herpes zoster, herpes simplex virusAcyclovirSolid lipid nanoparticlesCompritol 888 ATO and soya lecithinImprove transdermal delivery\[[@CR70]\]Conjunctival, corneal, and intraocular infections and retinitisAcyclovirSolid lipid nanoparticlesStearic acid, Cithrol GMS, CompritolImprove ocular delivery\[[@CR71]\]HIVEfavirenzSolid lipid nanoparticlesGlyceryl monostearate, Tween 80Enhances solubility\[[@CR72]\]HIVLopinavirSLNStearic acidHigh LPV accumulation in lymphoidal organs\[[@CR73]\].HIV, herpes infectionAcyclovirNanostructured lipid carrierCompritol®888 ATO, Lauroglycol™ 90, Capryol™ 90, Tween® 40Increased permeation\[[@CR74]\]HIVIndinavirLipid nanoemulsionCholesterol, Tween 80Improved drug permeability\[[@CR62]\]HIVSaquinavirNanoemulsionLipoid®-80Improved bioavailabilityHigher amount of the drug was able to reach the brain\[[@CR61]\]Herpes infectionAcyclovir palmitateReconstituted HDL acyclovir palmitatePhosphatidylcholin, sodium deoxycholateHigh liver targeting property\[[@CR75]\]

Polymer-based nanoformulations {#Sec12}
------------------------------

Different types of polymers are used in the preparation of nanoformulations like natural hydrophilic and synthetic hydrophobic polymers. Natural hydrophilic polymers include proteins like gelatin, albumin, lectin, and polysaccharides like alginate, dextran, chitosan, and agarose. Synthetic hydrophobic polymers include the use of polylactic acid (PLA), polylactide-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), polystyrene, poly(ℇ-caprolactone) (PECL), and polymerized in process poly(*iso*-butylcyanoacrylate) (PICA), polybutylcyanoacrylate, polyhexylcyanoacrylate, and polymethacrylate (PMMA) \[[@CR76]\]. Several surface-modified polymers have been used to reduce the nonspecific interaction with serum proteins and uptake by phagocytosis so as to bring about favorable alterations in pharmacokinetic parameters of the drug (as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Also, various polymeric nanocarriers have been designed in a manner that the drug release can be stimulated by variations in environmental pH, chemical stimuli, and use of a quickly oscillating magnetic field or an external heat source. This has helped in the prevention of drug degradation before it reaches the site of action and the subsequent increase in bioavailability and reduced toxic effects at nonspecific sites \[[@CR97]\]. Certain polymers (e.g., Solutol HS15) have an inherent property of inhibiting efflux proteins like P-gp \[[@CR98]\]. This may result in enhanced penetration of the drug into the cells that are otherwise inaccessible. Though polymers can serve various functions, their use remains limited due to high cost and safety and compatibility issues \[[@CR47]\]. Researchers are working to solve these issues and are trying to provide polymers that are biodegradable and safe to use.Table 3Polymer-based nanoformulationDiseasesAntiviral drugType of nanodelivery systemLipid/polymer used as carrierKey findingsRefHIVEfavirenz, darunavir, indinavirPolymeric micellesPoly(ethylene oxide)--poly(propylene oxide) block copolymerProtects against degradationEnhances solubilityImproves palatability for pediatric formulations\[[@CR77]\]HSVAcyclovirPolymeric micellesAcyclovir--polycaprolactone (core)-methoxy PEG (shell) copolymerNontoxicEfficient drug delivery\[[@CR78]\]Hepatitis BLamivudine stearate (prodrug)Polymeric micellesStearic acid--grafted chitosan oligosaccharide polymeric micellesHigh drug loading, high cellular uptake in HBV-transfected human hepatoblastoma cells, more conspicuous inhibition of antigen expression and DNA replication\[[@CR79]\]HIVNevirapinePolymeric nanoparticlesCellulose acetate butyrateIncreased therapeutic efficacyDecreased biocompatibility\[[@CR80]\]HIVEfavirenz (transferrin receptor-binding peptide)Polymeric nanoparticlesPLGAIncreased stability to interact with BBBIncreased permeability\[[@CR81]\]HIVNevirapinePolymeric nanoparticlesPLGA nanoparticles conjugated with transferrinIncreased uptake in human brain microvascular endothelial cells\[[@CR82]\]HIVZidovudinePolymeric nanoparticlesCRM 197--grafted zidovudine--loaded polybutylcyanoacrylate nanoparticlesIncreased uptake in human brain microvascular endothelial cells\[[@CR83]\]HIVLamivudinePolymeric nanoparticlesChitosan cross-linked with glutaraldehyde nanoparticlesBrain targeting\[[@CR84]\]HIVCombination antiretroviral drugs; efavirenz, lopinavir, ritonavirPolymeric nanoparticlesPoly-([dl]{.smallcaps}-lactide-co-glycolic acid), i.e., PLGA\> 79% drug entrapment efficiency for each of the three drugs, efficient uptake in nonimmune and immune cells, higher nuclear, cytoskeleton and membrane drug levels in HIV-1--infected H9 monocytic cells, inhibition of HIV infection and transduction with IC50 \< 31 nM for each of the three drugs in TZM b1 cells\[[@CR85]\]Herpes infectionLamivudinePolymeric nanoparticlesPLGAEnhanced AUCHigh targeting\[[@CR86]\]HIVElvitegravirPolymeric nanoparticlesPLGAEnhanced intracellular uptake\[[@CR87]\]VZV, HZV, HSVAcyclovirMucoadhesive dendrimerCyanoacrylates, polyacrylic acid, Na carboxymethylcellulose, hyaluronic acid, hydroxypropylcellulose, polycarbophil, chitosan, and gellanImproved mucoadhesion\[[@CR88]\]Chicken pox, HZV, HSVAcyclovirNanoemulsionEudragit RLPOLow doseMinimizes side effectsImproves oral bioavailability\[[@CR89]\]VZV, HZV, HSVAcyclovirNanoemulsionPolylactic co-glycolic acidProlonged circulation timeIncreased biodistribution and bioavailability\[[@CR89]\]HIVNelfinavir mesylate, darunavir, atazanavirNanoemulsionsPoly-vinylpyrrolidone, HPMC, sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, and methyl celluloseMaximizes therapeutic efficacyEnhances solubilityHigh drug-loading capacity\[[@CR90]\]HIVEfavirenz, saquinavirCyclodextrins-complexesβ-Cyclodextrin polymersEnhances solubilityEnhances physicochemical properties\[[@CR91]\]VZV, HZV, HSVAcyclovirMucus-penetrating nanoparticlesPoly(lactide-co-glycolide), poly(anhydrides), polyethylenimine, chitosan, and polylysineImproved mucoadhesion\[[@CR92]\]HIVNevirapineNanocrystalsCellulose derivatives, PVA, PVP, polyoxyethylene sorbitan fatty acid esters, pluronics, poloxamers, copolymers---polyoxyethylene and polyoxypropyleneImproved bioavailabilityProlonged and increased availability of drug; less excretion of the drugFacilitates phagocytosis and targets the spleen\[[@CR93]\]HIVEfavirenzNanodispersionPVP, PVA, HPMC, PEGEnhanced solubilityProlonged availability of drug\[[@CR72]\]HSVAcyclovirNanospongesHyper cross-linked polystyrenes, methyl β-cyclodextrin, alkyloxycarbonyl cyclodextrins, 2-hydroxy, propyl β-cyclodextrinsCopolymers like PVA, poly(valerolactone allylvalerolactone), poly(valerolactone-allylvalerolactoneoxepanedione), ethyl celluloseIncreased solubility, stability, and formulation flexibilityModified release of drug\[[@CR94]\]HSVAcyclovirNanospongesCyclodextrins, ethylcellulose, PVA, poly(valero lactone allylvalero lactone), poly(valerolactone-allylvalerolactoneoxepanedione)\[[@CR95]\]HIVZidovudineAmide-functionalized alginate nanoparticlesSodium alginateEfficient cellular uptake\[[@CR96]\]

There are certain factors that need to be taken into consideration before selection of a polymer, which includes: (i) preferred size of nanoparticles; (ii) physicochemical properties of the drug that needs to be entrapped in the polymer; (iii) desired surface properties and functions; (iv) release of drug from polymer; (v) extent of biocompatibility, safety, and biodegradability; and (vi) effectiveness and antigenicity of the ultimate product \[[@CR99]\]. Polymer-based nanoformulation includes polymeric micelles, polymeric solid nanoparticles, nanocapsules, and nanospheres.

### Polymeric micelles {#Sec13}

Polymeric micelles are nanosized structures (typically 10--100 nm) made of amphiphilic block copolymers, each unimer consisting of two segments of distinct chemical nature, one being comparatively hydrophobic and the other hydrophilic. Beyond critical micellization concentration (CMC), the unimers associate to form the supramolecular nanosized structures called micelles with a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic shell \[[@CR100]--[@CR102]\]. The hydrophobic core helps in the incorporation of poorly water-soluble drug and the hydrophilic shell polymer acts as a barrier to protect the drug cargo and minimizes the nonspecific interactions with enzymes, proteins, and cells. It helps in avoiding its clearance by the reticular endothelial system (RES), thus increasing the circulation time that results in increased accumulation and enhanced therapeutic efficacy \[[@CR103], [@CR104]\]. Chemical encapsulation of the drug can be achieved by conjugating the drug chemically with the hydrophobic part of the block copolymer, allowing higher drug loading and minimal premature release \[[@CR105]\]. Complexing the micellar surface with specific ligands or monoclonal antibodies has provided advantages of targeted drug delivery using polymeric micelles \[[@CR106]\]. Among the most widely explored core-forming polymers are polyesters, polycaprolactone, poly([l]{.smallcaps}-amino acids), and poloxamers. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is the most widely used shell-forming block of the surfactant. Poly-(N-isopropylacrylamide) and poly(methacrylic acid) have been explored for designing shells sensitive to pH and temperature. Various techniques like solvent extraction, dialysis method, and solution casting method are used for formulating polymeric micelles \[[@CR107]\]. Polymeric micelles have been tried for delivering acyclovir. Sawdon and Peng used acyclovir directly to initiate the polymerization of ε-caprolactone to form the hydrophobic core of acyclovir--polycaprolactone. This was further grafted with methoxy polyethylene glycol to form the amphiphilic block copolymer which could self-assemble to form the nanosized polymeric micelles in the aqueous medium \[[@CR78]\]. These polymeric micelles were found to enhance drug-loading capacities and eliminate drug-loading steps. In another study, a multifunctional poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lactic acid)-b-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLLA-b-PEG) copolymer modified with a sialic acid derivative (methyl-b-neuraminic acid, mNA) was prepared and further used to form polymeric micelles. Amantidine was loaded in these micelles and sialic acid is known to bind hemagglutinin of influenza viruses to inhibit the virus-mediated hemagglutination and infection \[[@CR108]\].

### Polymeric nanoparticles {#Sec14}

Polymeric nanoparticles are the basic nanocarriers fabricated using a variety of natural or synthetic polymers using a number of preparation techniques like solvent evaporation, emulsion--diffusion evaporation, nanoprecipitation, salting out, dialysis, supercritical fluid technology, polymer dispersion, coacervation, ionic gelation, spray-drying, phase inversion temperature methods, and interfacial polymerization-controlled/living radical polymerization \[[@CR109]\]. Polymeric nanoparticles which incorporate the drug molecule into its core are termed as nanocapsules (\< 300 nm in size), whereas polymeric nanoparticles in which the drug is adsorbed onto its surface or embedded in the matrix are known as nanospheres (10--200 nm in size) \[[@CR110], [@CR111]\]. The advantages of polymeric nanoparticles as carrier system include controlled release, better cellular uptake, protection of drug molecule from degradation site-specific delivery, low toxicity, and their ability to be used as theranostics \[[@CR112], [@CR113]\]. Polymeric nanoparticles have been widely explored for enhancing the efficacy of antiretroviral drugs due to their high applicability in targeting monocytes and macrophages in the brain and lymphatic system which are the principal reservoirs for viral dissemination during HIV infections \[[@CR114]\]. Various surface modifications and ligand conjugation approaches have been found to exhibit added advantages of promoting receptor-mediated endocytosis and hence increased uptake by the target cells. Polyethylene oxide, polyethylene glycol, poloxamers, mannose, thiamine, and Tat are among the various surface modifiers tried for targeted HIV therapy \[[@CR115]\].

### Polymer drug conjugates {#Sec15}

Polymer drug conjugates are comprised of a polymer and a therapeutic agent covalently bound, the therapeutic agent being a small molecule or a large molecule like protein \[[@CR116]\]. The purpose of conjugation is to achieve better efficacy through extended plasma stability and safety through targeted delivery \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\]. Besides cancer, such conjugates have found tremendous potential in antiviral therapy. Some polymers are known to possess their inherent antiviral activity and their conjugation with antiviral drugs may act in a synergistic manner. Conjugation of interferon α2A and α2A with polyethylene glycol (PEG) has been found effective against HCV \[[@CR119]\]. Polymers containing sialic acid functionality were designed and found to be potent inhibitors of viral entry through competitive multivalent binding to hyaluronic acid (HA) and NA on the viral envelope \[[@CR120]\]. Various negatively charged polymers like poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) and different glycosaminoglycans such as heparin, heparan sulfate, chondroitin sulfate, dermatan sulfate, and keratan sulfate have exhibited efficient binding to the HIV envelope resulting in shielding of the viral particles and their entry into the host cells \[[@CR121], [@CR122]\]. AZT conjugates with naturally occurring polymers like chitosan, dextrin, and κ-carrageenan through succinic ester linker have resulted in longer plasma half-lives and high loading of AZT. Phosphoamide-based prodrugs have been explored in which the antiviral drug stavudine was conjugated with chitosan through phosphoamide linkage. This resulted in greater antiviral potency and reduced toxicity. Synthetic polymers like vinyl esters and methacrylates have been explored for conjugation with AZT and ribavirine showing beneficial results \[[@CR123]\]. In 2018, Andersen et al. designed albumin--polymer--drug conjugates to ensure longer residential time and lymphatic accumulation, delivering the right ratio of individual drugs of ART to primary human T cells exhibiting strong protection from HIV infection in comparison with individual ART drugs. The polymer used was N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide (PHPMA) \[[@CR124]\].

### Dendrimers {#Sec16}

Dendrimers are highly branched, well-defined, monodisperse three-dimensional, synthetic nano-architectures, 2--10 nm in diameter, consisting of a central core, an inner shell made up of repeating units of the building blocks, and an outer shell containing numerous functionalities \[[@CR125]\]. The voids and flexible spaces within dendrimers facilitate entrapment of the guest molecules, and the surface functional groups allow interaction with the desired biological targets or can carry the drug by electrostatic interaction or chemical conjugation \[[@CR126]\]. They are synthesized by sequential addition of the building block molecules to the initiator through convergent or divergent approach, by click or lego chemistry \[[@CR127]\]. Dendrimers have the advantages being used as theranostics and show excellent uptake by cells, longer circulation times, and enhanced solubility and stability and targeted delivery \[[@CR128]\]. Among the commercially available dendrimers are polyamidoamine (PAMAM), poly-propylene imine (PPI), and poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine dendrimers (PLL) \[[@CR129]\]. Dendrimers are functionalized mainly with three types of molecules: carbohydrates, peptides, and anionic groups. Interestingly, these dendrimers possess inherent antimicrobial or antiviral activities. Dendrimers decorated with anionic groups interact with V3 loop of gp 120 protein and interfere with early stages of viral replication. PPI dendrimers with randomly sulfated galactose residues and PLL dendrimers with sulfated galactose and cellobiose residues have demonstrated good antiviral activity \[[@CR130]\]. In recent times, glycodendropeptide with up to 16 peptides and 9 mannose units emerged as a promising tool for optimizing immune response against viral infections \[[@CR131]\]. The most successful PLL dendrimer (VivaGel) functionalized with naphthalene disulfonate groups is currently undergoing phase I/II clinical trials for vaginal microbicidal activity \[[@CR132]\].

Polyanionic carbosilane dendrimers (PCDs) have been explored against HIV and herpes simplex virus (HSV)-2 as topical microbicides \[[@CR133]\]. They are shown to inhibit viral entry fusion process and prevent these sexually transmitted infections. Some of them bind directly to HSV-2 virus, inactivating it, and some adhere to the host cell-surface proteins. They exhibit synergistic activity with antiviral drugs like acyclovir and tenofovir against HSV-2 in vitro*.* The combination of PCDs with tenofovir and maraviroc as monotherapy has shown to enhance efficacy, reduce doses and side effects, and minimize emergence of multidrug-resistant mutants of HIV (mutants resistant to nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors) \[[@CR134]\]. This is attributed to the multiple mechanism of action of polyanionic carbosilane dendrimers which includes binding to viral gp120 as well as also with the CD4 and 740 CCR5/CXCR4 receptors expressed on the host cell surface. In another study, PCDs have shown to prevent HCV infection in cell culture \[[@CR135]\]. In a study carried out by Landers et al., sialic acid--functionalized PAMAM dendrimers were shown to prevent mice from influenza pneumonitis \[[@CR136]\].

In another study carried out by García-Gallego et al., metal complexes of carboxylated and sulfated PPI dendrimers with ethylene diamino core demonstrated dual therapeutic--preventive activity against HIV-1 infection by inhibiting internalization of HIV-1 into the epithelial cells. In addition, these metallodendrimers also prevented the entry of virus in peripheral blood mononuclear cells taken as a model for second barrier against HIV infection \[[@CR137]\]. Ammonium terminated amphiphilic Janus dendrimers were shown to self-assemble in water to form micelles capable of carrying the antiviral drug camptothecin. These drug-loaded dendrimers were found to be highly efficacious against replicating HCV at lower working concentrations and hence displayed low toxicity and better therapeutic index than the free drug \[[@CR138]\]. Biodegradable poly(phosphor-hydrazone) dendrimers with end phosphoric acid functionalities and alkyl chains have been proposed for anti-HIV activity \[[@CR139]\]. Thiolated dendrimers loaded with acyclovir were developed by Yandrapu et al. which exhibited sustained release and mucoadhesion \[[@CR140]\].

Recently, Martínez-Gualda et al. synthesized a new class of dendrimers which are pentaerythritol derivatives containing multiple aromatic and nonaromatic amino acids on the periphery using the convergent approach. These dendrimers were found to exhibit dual activity against HIV and enterovirus 71 (EV71) responsible for hand-foot-and-mouth disease prevalent among children below 6 years of age. They found dendrimer with peripheral N-methyl tryptophan to be most potent against HIV-1 and that with tyrosine to be most active against EV71 \[[@CR141]\].

### Nanocapsules {#Sec17}

A nanocapsule consists of nanosized structure (50--300 nm) having a core and a shell. The drug is confined to the inner core, surrounded by the polymeric shell. Nanocapsules exhibit advantages of high drug loading, controlled release, and targeted drug delivery. They are usually prepared by polymer coating, layer-by-layer method, nanoprecipitation, emulsion--diffusion, emulsion coacervation, emulsion evaporation, and double emulsification \[[@CR142]\]. In a study, nanocapsule consisting of poly(*iso*-butylcyanoacrylate) core, entrapping azidothymidine-triphosphate (AZT-TP) and polyethyleneimine which forms the shell, was designed to directly deliver (AZT-TP) into the cytoplasm \[[@CR143]\].

### Nanospheres {#Sec18}

Nanospheres are smaller spherical structures of 10--200 nm diameter, where the drug is uniformly dispersed in the matrix system. This type of nanocarrier shows enhanced size-dependent characteristics, having the capability to prevent the drug from undergoing degradation. In addition, rapid drug clearance is observed due to smaller size. It offers site-specific delivery and the required drug release profiles. Recommended preparation techniques used are solvent evaporation, polymerization solvent displacement techniques, and phase inversion temperature methods \[[@CR144]\]. Chitosan nanospheres loaded with acyclovir were synthesized using modified nanoemulsion template method for topical treatment of herpes. The spheres were of the average size of 200 nm and showed better permeation in in vitro skin permeation studies and higher potency against HSV-1 and HSV-2 than the free acyclovir itself \[[@CR145]\].

### Cyclodextrin-based delivery systems {#Sec19}

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides made of six to twelve α-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucopyranose monomers linked by α1--4 linkages having exceptional hydrophobic interior surfaces and hydrophilic rims with primary and secondary --OH groups. This type of molecular construct entraps the drug in a bucket-shaped cavity, thereby increasing the solubility of the drug and protecting the drug from degradation. Due to this, CDs become preferred delivery system for drugs \[[@CR146]\]. The common native or parent cyclodextrins are α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD comprising of 6, 7, and 8 glycopyranose units and molecular weights of 972, 1135, and 1297 Da, respectively \[[@CR147]\]. These CDs have a homogeneous crystalline structure offering numerous advantages like their unique ability to interact with a range of organic and inorganic lipophilic molecules and form inclusion complexes. But their use is restricted due to low solubility of the CDs. Thus, alteration in CDs is being made to make them more suitable for their application in the pharmaceutical industry \[[@CR148]\]. β-CD and its derivatives are more widely used than α-CD and γ-CD because of their safety and ease of production. The structural framework of β-CD is attractive with a height of 750--800 pm, external diameter of 1530 pm, internal diameter of 600--680 pm, and cavity volume of 260--265 Å^3^ \[[@CR149]\]. These dimensions make the most ideal hosts for the formation of inclusion complexes. Chemical and enzymatic modifications of macrocycle l in CD derivatives that self-assemble in aqueous solutions provide different shapes of supramolecular nano-assemblies (vesicles, micelles, nanorods, nanospheres, and other kinds of nanoparticles and liquid crystalline structures of 30--500 nm in size depending on the concentration which are very useful for different types of nanodelivery systems) \[[@CR150]\]. One of the common problems encountered with antiviral drugs is their poor bioavailability. A similar problem was found with the drug saquanavir. Couvreur and Vauthier formulated CDs loaded with saquanavir using poly(alkylcyanoacrylate) to deal with the issue. This improved solubility in water by 400-fold. Also, it was speculated that saquanavir could now bypass the efflux mechanism of P-gp, preventing its resistance \[[@CR151]\]. Similarly, in another study, acyclovir was loaded with CDs using the copolymer such as Eudragit RLPO®, and on evaluation, it was found that intracellular uptake of the drug increased and it had sustained drug release over a period of 24 h \[[@CR145]\]. Thus, by utilizing other drugs, CDs with different polymers can be formulated to increase the intracellular concentration of the drug.

### Antimicrobial peptides with antiviral activities {#Sec20}

Several peptides from natural (includes plants, arthropod venoms, amphibian skin, mammalian tissues) and microbial sources (includes bacteria, algae, and fungi) have been known to possess broad-spectrum antiviral activities. Various mechanisms, either targeting the virus or the host cells have been proposed for their antiviral activities. Some examples include magainin 1 and 2, dermaseptin S4 and temporin B (from frog skin), clavanin (from marine source), latarcin, protegrin (from swine WBCs), cyclotides (from plants), cecropin (from moth), defensins and cathelicidins (from mammals), and poly-γ-glutamic acid (from bacteria) exhibiting potent activity against various viruses like HIV, H1N1, DENV, and HCV \[[@CR152], [@CR153]\]. In addition, certain peptides, rationally designed and synthesized depending on the structure of the viral protein and its interaction with the host cell protein, have shown great potential as antiviral agents. Enfuvirtide is the first peptide antiviral drug approved against HIV \[[@CR154]\]. Despite various advantages, various hurdles in their production, shorter half-life, and poor bioavailability have limited their use as antiviral agents. Nanotechnology-based solutions have been explored for the delivery of antiviral peptides. Peptide--nanoparticle conjugate systems have been extensively studied. Emileh et al. have reported gold nanoparticle--peptide triazole conjugates to be active against HIV-1 by disrupting the interactions between host receptor proteins and trimeric envelope spike glycoprotein of virus \[[@CR155]\]. Recently, Alghrair et al. functionalized silver and gold nanoparticles with an antiviral peptide FluPep and reported increased antiviral potency against influenza A virus \[[@CR156]\].

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} compiles a list of polymer-based nanoformulations for antiviral treatment.

Carbon-based nanoformulation {#Sec21}
----------------------------

Carbon-based nanoformulations are comprise of carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide nanoparticles, and fullerenes.

### Carbon nanotubes {#Sec22}

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical-shaped hollow nanomaterials, viewed as tubes made by rolling up of planar graphene sheets. They can be viewed as coming from the rolling up of a graphene sheet, named as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), or a series of concentric rolled-up graphene sheets termed as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) \[[@CR157]\]. The cylindrical structure is capped with fullerene sheets on one end or both ends. The sp^2^-hybridized carbon atoms in graphene sheets impart a unique strength to CNTs. In addition, they display other unique characteristics like high aspect ratio, high surface area, cell penetration capacity, and ultralight weight \[[@CR158]\]. The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique, laser-ablation technique, and electric arc-discharge techniques are commonly employed for the preparation of carbon nanotubes \[[@CR159]\]. Though CNTs are widely explored for delivering chemotherapeutic agents at the target site, their overall application in the biomedical field is limited due to pulmonary toxicity and high hydrophobicity \[[@CR160]\]. The proposed mechanisms for toxicity are uptaken by macrophages with subsequent generation of ROS and inflammatory mediators. However, functionalized CNTs have shown decreased toxicity and increased biodegradability. CNTs can be decorated with peptides, carbohydrates, and polymers and can be used for targeted therapy, when needed \[[@CR161]\]. In one study, Kumar et al. stated about protoporphyrin IX (PPIX)-conjugated multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) and its ability to treat influenza using photodynamic therapy. It was found that in the presence of visible light, PPIX-MWNT may indulge in mechanisms like RNA strand breakage, protein oxidation, or protein--RNA cross-linking caused by reactive oxygen species (singlet oxygen and superoxide anion) leading to inactivation of the influenza viral strain. Probing into the inactivation mechanism of carbon nanotubes, they concluded that PPIX-MWNTs can be used for treating any viral infection as it displays nonspecificity in treating viral diseases. Also, PPIX-MWNT can be easily recovered through filtration and reused. Due to its multitarget mechanisms of antiviral action, it was proposed that PPIX-MWNTs have less chances of development of drug resistance \[[@CR162]\].

Nanostructures have shown antiviral effect in respiratory syncytial virus, a virus causing severe bronchitis and asthma. The treatment is generally done by combining nanoparticles and gene-silencing technologies. In a novel approach, MWCNTs were functionalized with recombinant dengue virus 3 envelop proteins. This induced significant immune responses in mice \[[@CR163]\]. Similarly, conjugation of functionalized CNTs with B and T cell peptide epitopes could generate a multivalent system that was able to induce a strong immune response; thus, CNTs were considered to be good candidates for vaccine delivery \[[@CR164]\]. Further, functionalized CNTs were used for the transport of peptides (such as foot-and-mouth virus peptide) for vaccination \[[@CR165]\].

### Graphene {#Sec23}

One of the most promising carbon-based nanomaterials with great potential for antiviral application is graphene. Graphene (G) is a two-dimensional (2-D) planar sheet of hexagonally arranged sp^2^-hybridized carbon atoms obtained from its three-dimensional (3-D) material of graphite \[[@CR166]\]. It is chemically oxidized to graphene oxide (GO) to acquire oxygen bearing functional groups like hydroxyl, epoxide, and carboxylic acids \[[@CR167]\]. Graphene-based nanomaterials (GBNs) have high surface area, high loading capacity, and superior mechanical strength which make them attractive candidates for carrying antiviral agents \[[@CR168]\]. The oxygen-containing functional groups allow surface functionalization and conjugation strategies and show biocompatibility, reduced toxicity, and good dispersibility \[[@CR169]\]. The amphiphilicity of GO makes the incorporation of hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic moieties possible \[[@CR170]\]. In addition, these functional groups also provide attachment sites for various biological molecules like proteins, DNA, and RNA \[[@CR171]\].

Recently, Pokhrel et al. studied the interactions between graphene and VP40 (viral matrix protein) of Ebola virus using molecular dynamics simulations and graphene pelleting assay. Graphene was found to interact strongly with VP-40 at various interfaces crucial for the formation of the viral matrix. They proposed the use of graphene-based nanoparticle solutions as disinfectant to prevent the Ebola epidemic \[[@CR172]\].

In another study, 18 sulfonated magnetic nanoparticles were anchored onto reduced graphene oxide (SMRGO) sheets and used to trap and destroy HSV-1 photothermally, upon their irradiation with near-infrared light. It was found to be effective against 28 viral infections including HSV. It was found that SMRGO has higher entrapment efficiencies in comparison to magnetic nanoparticles due to increased entrapping efficiency, larger surface area, unique sheet-like structure, and outstanding photothermal characteristics shown by graphene \[[@CR173]\].

### Fullerenes {#Sec24}

Fullerenes are among the first discoveries in symmetric carbon nanostructures and have received considerable attention in the case of antiviral research. Fullerenes are comprised fully of carbon atoms forming a nanosized caged hollow sphere. Buckminster fullerene (C60), also known as buckyball, is the most common form of fullerenes with 60 carbon atoms arranged in a spherical structure showing high symmetry \[[@CR174]\]. Due to their unique architecture, immense scope of derivatization, free radical scavenging activity, and low toxicity, they are widely studied for drug delivery and antimicrobial and antiviral activities \[[@CR175]\].

Fullerenes were found to fit inside the hydrophobic cavity of HIV proteases and inhibit HIV replication \[[@CR176]\]. Structure--activity relationship studies revealed trans-position of substitutions and positive charge near the cage to be important for antiviral activity. Fulleropyrolidines with two ammonium groups have been shown to be active against HIV-1 and HIV-2 \[[@CR177]\]. Also, fullerene C60 derivatized with two or more solubilizing side chains has been active when tested in CEM culture cells infected with HIV-1 and HIV-2 \[[@CR178]\]. Additionally, amino-acid derivatives of fullerene C60 are found to inhibit HIV and HCV replication \[[@CR179], [@CR180]\].

Few studies aimed at screening fullerene derivatives for anti-influenza activity. Shoji et al. screened 12 fullerene derivatives for in vitro PA endonuclease inhibition. PA represents the subunit of influenza A RNA polymerase which demonstrates endonuclease activity. It was found that 8 fullerene derivatives demonstrated endonuclease inhibiting potential. In the MDCK cell culture system, these fullerene derivatives inhibited influenza A virus infection and expression of viral nucleoprotein \[[@CR181]\].

Few of the studies also aimed at synthesizing anti-influenza fullerenes and evaluating their effectiveness against the influenza virus. Tollas and colleagues also prepared a fullerene conjugate having a thiosialosyl-a(2,6)-galactose disaccharide and evaluated to understand the multimeric interaction of a sialocluster with influenza virus NA and HA. Results revealed that these fullerene derivatives did not target HA but was able to target influenza NA slightly \[[@CR182]\].

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} gives an account of various carbon-based nanoformulations for antiviral treatment.Table 4Carbon-based nanoformulationDiseasesAntiviral drugType of nanodelivery systemCompositionProblems encounteredKey findingsRefHIVLamivudineCNTIsobutane, nitric acid, and sulfuric acidDecreased drug solubilityIncreased drug resistanceImproved hydrophilicityImproved dispersibility\[[@CR183]\]Respiratory syncitial virusCurcuminΒ-cyclodextrin--functionalized graphene oxide----Highly efficient inhibition of RSV by inhibiting the viral attachment. Exhibited prophylactic as well as therapeutic effects toward the virus\[[@CR184]\]Pseudorabies virus--PVP-conjugated graphene oxide----Improved antiviral activity by mechanism of structural destruction of the virus prior to viral entry\[[@CR185]\]Nonenveloped virus (infectious bursal virus) and enveloped feline coronavirus--Graphene--silver nanocomposites----Improved antiviral activity of GO--Ag nanocomposites as compared to GO nanocomposites--HIVCHI499CDF119Graphene quantum dots--Decreased drug solubility in waterIncreased drug solubility in water\[[@CR186]\]HIV--Cationic fullerene derivatives--Decreased solubility of fullerenesIncreased selectivity of viral inhibition\[[@CR180]\]Ebola--FullerenesMannoseDecreased development of resistance due to viral mutationsIncreased antiviral activity\[[@CR187]\]Influenza virus--Fullerene derivatives----Antiviral activity through inhibition of endonuclease activity\[[@CR181]\]HIV--FullerenesWater-soluble polycarboxylic acid derivative of C60 fullerene loaded with 3,4-dichlorophenyl units--Antiviral activity\[[@CR188]\]HCV and HSV--Carbon nanodot--Decreased antiviral activityIncreased antiviral activity\[[@CR189]\]

Inorganic-based nanoformulations {#Sec25}
--------------------------------

Quantum dots (QDs) (2--10 nm) are semiconductor nanocrystals having the shape of dots. They are comprised of a semiconductor core, overcoated by a shell, and a cap leading to improved solubility in aqueous buffers \[[@CR190]\]. Fundamental semiconducting character and unique optical and electronic properties are attributed to the presence of the inorganic core consisting of semiconducting materials like silicon, cadmium selenide, cadmium sulfide, or indium arsenide \[[@CR191]\]. Quantum dots find interesting applications in biomedical imaging due to its limited light scattering, narrow emission bands, and low tissue penetration. Quantum dots have been widely explored as theranostic platforms for simultaneous sensing, imaging, and therapy \[[@CR192]\]. The advantages of quantum dots as a drug carrier system include improved bioavailability and stability of drugs, increased circulation times, active targeting, and localized therapy. In addition to this, QDs can be surface modified with targeting ligands \[[@CR193], [@CR194]\]. Yong et al. utilized saquinavir and transferrin (Tf)-conjugated quantum dots for the treatment of HIV. In vitro studies demonstrated that higher concentrations of saquinavir were able to cross the BBB by this method \[[@CR195]\].

Metal and metal oxide nanoparticles have been widely explored for their antiviral activity. Among the various metal nanoparticles showing high efficacy are silver and gold, and among the various metal oxides are CuO, SiO~2~, TiO~2~, and CeO~2~. These nanoparticles have shown great efficacy against a broad spectrum of viruses like influenza (H3N2 and H1N1), HBV, HSV, HIV-1, HSV, dengue virus type-2, foot-and-mouth disease virus, and vesicular stomatitis virus \[[@CR196]\].

Metal nanoparticles by virtue of their unique shape, size, structure, and local-field enhancement action can interact with viral surface proteins through Kazimir interaction and van der Waals forces causing its inactivation \[[@CR197]\]. A variety of surface functionalizations with silane or thiol groups have shown to enhance interaction with biomolecules, affecting viral internalization in cells as well as the release of the drug molecule. Few researchers have also explored further grafting on functionalized metal nanoparticles in order to enhance their efficacy and selectivity \[[@CR198]\].

### Gold nanoparticles {#Sec26}

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are colloids of nanosized particles of gold. AuNPs show special optical properties in the presence of light. When AuNP comes in contact with light, the oscillating electromagnetic field of light triggers coherent oscillation of the free gold electrons \[[@CR199]\]. This electron oscillation about the particle surface is responsible for a charge separation with regard to the ionic lattice, leading to a dipole oscillation in the path of the electric field of light. However, when the amplitude of the oscillation becomes maximum at a particular frequency, photons get confined to a small particle size and leads to a special phenomenon known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) \[[@CR200]\]. This SPR boosts all the radiative and nonradiative characteristics of the nanoparticles and, thus, has extensive application in areas of biological imaging, electronics, and materials science \[[@CR200]\].

In 2015, Bayo et al. demonstrated that AuNP could enter the cells of various types like lymphocytes, macrophages, and brain microendothelial cells where HIV is known to replicate. Further, they modified raltegravir (RAL) by introducing a thiol group that served as a linker between RAL and AuNP. These particles inhibited HIV replication after penetrating inside infected primary PBMCs (peripheral blood mononuclear cells) exhausted from CD8+. Surprisingly, when the concentration of RAL was increased with the expectation of displaying high antiviral activity, it was found that anti-HIV activity was impaired. The experiment showed positive results when a low concentration of RAL was loaded into AuNP. The authors also performed an experiment using free AuNP and the results proved that it does not have any antiviral activity. So it was just a low concentration of RAL-loaded AuNP which turns it into an active compound having inhibitory action against HIV \[[@CR201]\].

Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) which can target particular viral gene can be employed in the treatment of dengue. However, siRNAs are prone to degradation by serum nucleases and to rapid elimination on account of its small size and anionic character. Paul et al. conjugated siRNAs with AuNPs and found that the complex had enhanced stability and could reduce dengue virus replication and the release of infectious virion in both pre- and post-infection conditions \[[@CR202]\].

A breakthrough in the arena of gold nanoparticles was the design and synthesis of long and flexible linkers which mimicked heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG), a target for viral attachment ligand. This allowed effective attachment of the virus to HSPG, generating strong forces that eventually lead to viral deformation. The mechanism was proposed by researchers on the basis of molecular dynamics simulations, electron microscopy images, and virucidal assays. These nanoparticles were nontoxic and effective against a broad range of viruses like HSV, human papilloma virus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), dengue, and lentivirus. Additionally, they were found to be active ex vivo in human cervicovaginal histocultures infected by HSV-2 and in vivo in mice infected with RSV \[[@CR203]\].

Recently, Halder et al. synthesized highly monodispersed gold nanoparticles, stabilized by gallic acid. Reduction of AuCl~4~ using gallic acid was carried out using ultrasound-induced sonication which produced spherical nanoparticles in the range of 7--8 nm. These nanoparticles selectively inhibited HSV with EC50 of 32.3 μM in HSV-1 and 38.6 μM in HSV-2 with better safety profile compared to acyclovir. Prevention of viral cell attachment and penetration was proposed as a mechanism of action of these nanoparticles \[[@CR204]\].

### Silver nanoparticles {#Sec27}

Silver metal possesses intrinsic antimicrobial activity due to its ability to interact with respiratory chain and electron transport chain enzymes and bacterial DNA. It has been extensively studied since ancient times for fighting infections \[[@CR205]\]. Silver nanoparticles, on account of its small size and enormous surface area, facilitate rapid dissolution and have shown promising activity against a wide spectrum of viruses \[[@CR206]\]. They demonstrate less chances of development of resistance on account of multiplicity of targets they act upon \[[@CR207]\]. Nanoparticles of silver possess their own unique properties with regard to chemical stability, catalytic activity, high conductivity, and localized surface plasma resonance enabling researchers to envisage the implication of using AgNPs in disease therapeutics \[[@CR208]\].

Galdiero et al. were the first authors to describe the antiviral activity of silver nanoparticles against HIV-1. They studied AgNP with three different surface functionalities: foamy carbon--coated AgNPs, poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP)--coated AgNPs synthesized using glycerol as a reducing agent, and BSA-conjugated AgNPs. They proposed that the interaction between these NPs and the HIV viral surface glycoprotein gp120 was size dependent, as only the NPs in the size range of 1--10 nm were able to bind to the virus. BSA- and PVP-coated nanoparticles demonstrated lower inhibitory activity than silver nanoparticles released from the carbon matrix in in vitro assays on laboratory-adapted HIV-1 strain. AgNPs were shown to block the gp120--CD4 interaction. Additionally, they also were proved to inhibit the post-entry stages of infection by complexing with S and O of thiols and phosphates on amino acids and nucleic acid or directly bind to RNA or DNA, thus reducing the rate of reverse transcription \[[@CR208]\]. Baram Pinto et al. synthesized mercaptoethane sulfonate (MES)--functionalized Au and AgNPs against HSV with a strategy to mimic heparan sulfate, present on the cell surface so that they compete for binding of the virus onto the cell. They inhibited HSV-1 infections by blocking the attachment and entry of the virus into the cell \[[@CR209]\].

AgNPs have been investigated for their activity against H1N1 influenza virus. Xiang et al. prepared and studied the activity of AgNP on H1N1 influenza A virus--induced apoptosis in MDCK cells \[[@CR210]\]. With the help of hemagglutination inhibition test, they found that AgNPs reduced or completely inhibited agglutination of RBCs. During the MTT assay, they found that the antiviral activity of AgNPs continued for a prolonged period. Surface-decorated AgNPs were explored by Li et al. They synthesized the AgNPs' surface decorated with oseltamivir and its anti-H1N1 activity through inhibition of neuraminidase and hemagglutinin activity, leading to the prevention of attachment of H1N1 to the host cells. They proposed interference with ROS-mediated signaling pathway as a mechanism of anti-H1N1 activity \[[@CR211]\]. Similar studies were carried out by the same research group on AgNPs decorated with amantadine \[[@CR211]\]. Moreover, it was seen that reactive oxygen species (ROS) are formed either on the surface of AgNPs or via release of free silver ions under specific conditions. This ROS induces the cell death of either microbial cells or mammalian cells, depicting a unique antibacterial and antifungal attribute of AgNPs \[[@CR212]\].

Similarly, another study highlighted the use of gold and silver nanoparticles for effective delivery of antiviral peptide FluPep. Its conjugation with the noble metal nanoparticles enhanced the solubility as well as its antiviral activity. The authors proposed Ag and AuNPs as an effective strategy for delivering the therapeutic peptide \[[@CR213]\].

In another study, modification of silver nanoparticles with tannic acid was able to reduce HSV-2 infections and inflammation in vitro and in vivo. The authors proposed binding of tannic acid with glycoproteins present on the surface of infectious virions as a mechanism for prevention of entry and spread to host cells. The anti-HSV-2 activity of tannic acid--modified AgNP (TAAgNP) was more profound than tannic acid alone, and the direct interaction between tannic acid--modified AgNP with virions was essential for the activity. Pretreatment of host cells with TAAgNPs did not inhibit the entry of the virus into the host cells. Furthermore, the TAAgNPs having a particle size of 33 nm not only showed better toxicity/effectiveness ratio but also reduced inflammation in an in vivo mouse model of HSV-2 infection \[[@CR214]\].

### Zinc oxide nanoparticles {#Sec28}

Antione et al. designed and synthesized zinc oxide tetrapod nanoparticles (ZOTEN) with engineered oxygen vacancies using the flame transport synthesis approach. This was achieved by burning mixture of zinc particles, polyvinyl butyrol particles, and ethanol in a furnace at 900 °C, where Zn in vapor form combines with available oxygen resulting in uniform nucleation and growth of the same and forming tetrapod-like structures. Nano-immunotherapy is one more way in which HSV-2 can be treated. The activity of ZOTEN was tested in female mice. It was seen that clinical signs of vaginal infection was greatly improved with use of this therapy. ZOTEN has high ability to trap HSV-2 virus and then it acts by increasing the presentation of the virus to mucosal APCs, which boosts T cell--mediated and Ab-mediated responses to the HSV-2 infection and, thus, suppresses viral activity \[[@CR215]\].

Despite potential advantages, the use of inorganic nanoparticles has become limited due to its potential toxicity. Numerous studies have proven to cause toxicity as a result of administration of inorganic nanoparticles \[[@CR216], [@CR217]\]. Examination of toxicity-related aspects with regard to inorganic nanoparticles is being done by researchers.

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} presents various inorganic material--based nanodelivery systems used for the treatment of viral infections.Table 5Inorganic-based nanoformulationDiseasesAntiviral drugType of nanodelivery systemCompositionProblems encounteredKey findingsRefInfluenzaZanamivirSelenium nanoparticlesPVP, polyethylenimine, polyacrylamideLow oral absorptionIncrease in cell viability\[[@CR218]\]InfluenzaAmantadineSeNPsNa~2~ SeOTendency to develop drug resistanceHigh anti-influenza activity\[[@CR219]\]HCV--Copper oxide NPCupric sulfate, HCVcc/Huh7.5.1 cell cultureInhibition of HCV at noncytotoxic concentration, by blocking attachment and entry of virus into the cells\[[@CR220]\]HIV--Gold NP stabilized by polyethylene glycolHeLa-CD4-LTR-B-gal cell line--Inhibits the HIV entry by binding with gp120 and prevents CD4 attachment, IC50 = 1.12 ± 0.05 mg/mL\[[@CR221]\]RSV--Gold NPs functionalized with anti-RSV synthetic peptidesHep2 cells--Inhibition of RSV replication\[[@CR222]\]HIVZidovudineGold NPs stabilized and reduced by pectinMacrophagesIncreased toxicityDecreased toxicity, stable under varying pH and electrolyte conditions, high uptake by macrophages\[[@CR223]\]HIVAzidothymidineGold nanocargos functionalized with [l]{.smallcaps}-cysteineHIV-1 Ba-L virus, cysteine--Provides biocompatible and stable drug delivery\[[@CR224]\]Dengue--AgNPsSalicylic acid, 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acidLess drugs available in market to potentially treat dengueHigh cost of drugsEco-friendly insecticide, low dose of drug required\[[@CR225]\]Herpes simplex virus (HSV) infections--Highly monodispersed AgNPsGallic acidTendency to develop drug resistanceSafety issuesHigh ant-HSV activitySafer alternative drug\[[@CR204]\]H1N1 influenza A virus--AgNP--chitosan composites----Appreciable antiviral activity\[[@CR226]\]

Lipid--polymer hybrid nanoformulations {#Sec29}
--------------------------------------

The inability of a single drug to completely cure viral infection necessitates a multidrug therapy approach. In order to deliver two or more chemotherapeutic drugs with different physicochemical properties in a single delivery vehicle, lipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticles are developed \[[@CR227]\]. This becomes possible due to the amphiphilic nature of polymers and lipids which helps in the development of stable nanodelivery systems for the simultaneous delivery of several hydrophobic/hydrophilic drugs \[[@CR228]\]. They offer benefits like high drug-loading capacity, stealth characteristics, high stability, biocompatibility, prolonged circulation time, and controlled drug release properties. The use of polymers allowed the systems too be surface functionalized and achieve targeted delivery \[[@CR229]\]. On account of several benefits offered by the use of lipid and polymer, several nanocarrier systems have been developed. They include the following various polymer--lipid hybrid nanoformulations which can be used for the above purpose: polymer core--lipid shell nanoparticles, hollow core/shell lipid--polymer--lipid hybrid nanoparticles, lipid bilayer-coated polymeric nanoparticles, and polymer-caged nanoparticles.

Polymer core--lipid shell nanoparticle consists of an inner polymeric core enclosed in one or more outer layers of lipid membranes (lipid--PEG and lipoidal shell). Hollow core/shell lipid--polymer--lipid hybrid nanoparticles are comprised of 3 layers---a hollow core bordered by a lipid layer bearing a positive charge, a middle hydrophobic polymeric layer, and then surrounded by a lipid--PEG layer. Lipid bilayer-coated polymeric nanoparticles consist of a lipid bilayer coated with polymer. Polymer-caged nanoparticles are actually liposomes with their surface modified by cross-linked polymers for better functionality (as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR230]\]. Various methods like emulsification solvent evaporation, nanoprecipitation, high pressure homogenization, and self-assembly nanoprecipitation have been used for the preparation of these systems \[[@CR227]\]. Joshy and colleagues formulated zidovudine-loaded polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)/stearic (SA)-polyethylene glycol (PEG) nanoparticles (PSNPs) in order to increase the short half-life of the drug. Results illustrated positive outcomes with maximum drug-loading and encapsulation efficiencies were observed \[[@CR231]\].Fig. 3Polymer-caged nanoparticles

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} represents various lipid--polymer hybrid systems for antiviral therapy.Table 6Hybrid nanoformulationDiseasesAntiviral drugType of nanodelivery systemLipid and polymer which used as carrierProblems encounteredKey findingsRefHIV/AIDSZidovudineLipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticlesStearic acid, Compritol 888 ATO, polymerGelatinLow aqueous solubilityShort half-life and high side effectsHigh loading, hemocompatibility, sustained release\[[@CR232]\]HIV/AIDSZidovudineLipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticlesAlginate, stearic acid, PEGBiocompatibility problems, high toxicityBiocompatibility, superior drug-loading capacity, and enhanced drug release efficacy\[[@CR233]\]HIV/AIDSNevirapineLipid--polymer hybrid nanoparticlesPEG 400, propylene glycol, polyoxyethylene polyoxypropylene (copolymer), glyceryl monostearate, polyglyceryl distearateDecreased solubilityIncreased drug delivery to target sites\[[@CR233]\]HIV/AIDSZidovudineCore shell nanoparticleLong-chain fatty acid, stearic acid, PEG, dextranBiodegradability and biocompatibilityHigh stability, controlled drug release\[[@CR234]\]HIV/AIDSZidovudineCore shell nanoparticlePVP, stearic acid, PEGShort half-lifeLow bioavailabilityDecreased systemic side effects, useful therapeutic activity\[[@CR235]\]

### Biomimetic lipid--polymer hybrid nanoformulation {#Sec30}

Biomimetic lipid--polymer hybrid (LPH)-NPs are formed by modifying the surface of NPs with ligands that mimic cell surface proteins. These LPH-NPs offer distinct advantages like long circulation time and cell-specific targeting, biocompatibility, increased efficacy, and attenuation of drug resistance \[[@CR236]\]. The approach is becoming increasingly popular in nanotherapeutics as well as in nanovaccines \[[@CR237]\]. Two strategies under this category are virus-like particles (VLPs) and virosomes. VLPs are self-assembled particles that are formed by incorporating the virus-derived capsid or envelope proteins into various naturally occurring proteins like ferritin, lumazine synthase, and encapsulin, displaying an advantage of precise structure and defined surface functionalities \[[@CR238]\]. Virosomes are virus-like particles having a modified phospholipid bilayer to incorporate the viral envelope glycoproteins like HA or NA. This vesicle is comprised of a reconstituted virus envelope lacking nucleocapsid (includes genetic content of the source virus) \[[@CR239]\]. The unique properties of these vesicles make them suitable to carry diverse payloads including drugs, antibodies, proteins, and contrast agents. These systems hold considerable promise as they enable cellular entry, escape endolysosomal entrapment, and achieve targeted delivery \[[@CR240]\]. It is proposed that the risk of potential immunogenicity of such systems can be addressed by incorporating PEG and other targeting moieties in a bilipid layer of virosomes \[[@CR241]\]. Kanekiyo et al. genetically fused influenza HA protein with naturally occurring protein ferritin. This fusion glycoprotein could spontaneously self-assemble to create nanoparticles exposing HA trimeric spikes on their surfaces. This designed vaccine elicited more potent and broader response than the conventional influenza vaccine \[[@CR242]\]. In another study, a self-assembling protein was rationally designed in silico to present the antigenic prefusion stabilized F-protein from RSV. This was further synthesized to form self-assembled NP which had the advantages of having optimized stability and immunogenicity \[[@CR243]\].

### Stimuli-based lipid--polymer hybrid nanoformulation {#Sec31}

Stimuli-responsive LPH-NPs (SRNPs) have the capacity to increase the therapeutic efficacy and to reduce the side effects of drugs by controlling the release of the encapsulated drug exactly at the target site in response to stimuli. Various stimuli could be pH, temperature, and magnetic field \[[@CR244]\]. For instance, Clawson et al. synthesized LPH-NP using poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) core and a lipid--PEG monolayer shell which could get disrupted at low acidic pH and release the drug. The tunable pH sensitivity was achieved by synthesizing lipid--(succinate)--mPEG conjugate and using different molar concentrations of this \[[@CR245]\]. The advantage of such system included the stability of NP at neutral pH of blood but specific delivery at low pH sites in the body which includes the tumor microenvironment and deep bronchioles \[[@CR246]\]. Similarly, LPH-NPs containing magnetic beads have been synthesized for the controlled release of drug under the external stimulus of radiofrequency (RF) magnetic field \[[@CR247]\]. Thermosensitive nanomaterials have been recently utilized for delivering drugs at a specific target site. Temperature difference between the normal and infected tissues and temperature as the noninvasive trigger for drug release have been successfully utilized in designing nanohydrogels for the topical delivery of antiviral drugs. Examples of such polymers include poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(3-caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol) (PCEC) and poly *n*-isopropylacrylamide/polyacrylic acid (PNIPAm/PAA) \[[@CR248]\]. In one study, methylcellulose modified with stearic acid was proposed as a promising thermosensitive nanocarrier for formulation of hydrogel for intravaginal delivery of tenofovir to prevent the sexual transmission of HIV \[[@CR249]\]. The advantage of this delivery system relied on preventing the burst release of drugs and achieving controlled release over a prolonged period \[[@CR250]\]. In a recent study, nanosized layered double hydroxides (LDHs) and poloxamer were simultaneously used to construct a hybrid thermosensitive hydrogel for the co-delivery of theaflavin, a hydrophilic drug molecule, and nifeviroc, a hydrophobic antiviral agent, for intravaginal application with the aim to block the entry of HIV by acting as a pre-exposure prophylactic microbicide \[[@CR251]\]. Thermosensitive hydrogels have also been used for intranasal delivery of antiviral drugs like zidovudine to combat CNS viral infections \[[@CR252]\].

### Multifunctional lipid--polymer hybrid nanoformulation {#Sec32}

It is well known that monofunctional nanoparticles can provide a single function \[[@CR253]\]. For example, liposome is employed for the transport of drug but it does not have inherent characteristics to distinguish between healthy and unhealthy cells. Multifunctional-based LPH-NPs combine various functionalities in a single stable construct. For instance, a core particle can be linked to a specific targeting agent which has the ability to recognize the unique surface signatures of viral target cells. At the same time, the same particle can also be modified with cellular penetration moiety to enhance the penetration of a drug, and surface modification or coating of an additional polymer can be done to mask the undesirable interaction of the drug with a biological system, thereby enhancing the therapeutic efficacy of the drug \[[@CR254]\]. These multifunctional nanoparticles can allow various functions like detection, diagnosis, imaging, drug delivery, cell penetration, and destruction of the virus \[[@CR255]\]. HA nanoparticle hybrid system approach has been found promising as a multifunctional system \[[@CR256]\]. Lee et al. have researched in this direction and proposed gold NP functionalized with HA for delivering interferon-α to the liver for the treatment of hepatitis C virus infection. HA-coated cationic lipid PLGA hybrid NP has found significant application for vaccine delivery to elicit cellular and humoral immunity \[[@CR257]\].

### Shape-based lipid--polymer hybrid nanoformulation {#Sec33}

Viruses exhibit a variety of shapes like cylindrical helical virus, HIVs with enveloped membrane, brome mosaic virus that exhibits icosahedral symmetry, and phage T4 that has a complex shape. The existence of such diversity has instilled a need for the development of nanoparticles of different designs as drug carriers, i.e., NPs with different shapes and sizes \[[@CR258]\]. Researchers are, therefore, exploring all possible shapes of NPs varying from spherical to nonspherical (rod, disc, star, cube, cone, hexagon, etc). Moreover, particle shape has been recognized as a new physical parameter which can exert a high impact on cells. They play an important role in cellular interaction, drug cellular uptake, and biodistribution. This can therefore affect the in vivo performance of nanoparticles \[[@CR259]\]. Recently, in the case of cancer, it was found that nonspherical NPs can provide higher therapeutic efficacy in comparison with spherical NPs \[[@CR260]\]. Similarly, in the future, studies can be carried out in the field of virology to understand which shape of NP can increase therapeutic efficacy and also since, as a carrier, lipid polymer hybrid nanoformulation are exhibiting better results than lipid or polymer alone, they can be employed as nanocarriers for the delivery of antiviral drugs.

Surface modification of nanocarriers {#Sec34}
------------------------------------

Surface modification by adding charging agents or by coating is done to improve the properties of nanoformulation \[[@CR261]\]. Coating is done to ensure that the drug remains in a dispersed state and it also helps to retain the properties of nanoparticles \[[@CR262]\]. There are several drugs in which little surface modification in nanoparticles is done and its effectiveness is evaluated like indinavir, ritonavir, atazanavir, and efavirenz loaded in monocyte-derived macrophage--nanoparticle interactions, ampenavir loaded in Tf-conjugated quantum dots, etc \[[@CR263]\]. A previous study listed the possible surface modifications on nanoparticles to achieve targeted drug delivery in tissues or organs \[[@CR115]\]. A similar research has been carried out by researchers showing high improvement in drug delivery systems. In addition to this, future importance should also be given to charge present on the surface of a nanoparticle. This is because surface charge on nanocarriers, either positive, negative, or neutral, changes its behavior to a large extent \[[@CR264]\]. Properties such as toxicity, compatibility, absorption, and elimination rate are modified by adding charging agents in lipids or polymers \[[@CR265]\]. Hence, understanding the type of charging agents to be added can come through the study of these properties. So in this paper we would like to emphasize on the proper selection of charging agents in nanoformulation. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} provides information on which charge is preferred based on the types of nanoformulations. In 2008, Kaur et al. studied zidovudine-loaded charged liposomes or site-specific ligand mannose to evaluate its performance against the virus. They found that more concentration of drug-loaded liposomes accumulated in organs like the spleen and lymph nodes, therefore leading to more effective treatment of viral diseases \[[@CR266]\].Fig. 4Types and charges of nanoformulations

Nanovaccines {#Sec35}
------------

Nanovaccines are engineered to modulate the immune response of the host and are among the host-directed therapies for viral infections. Numerous efforts have been made in the direction to engineer nanovaccines with the aim to overcome the disadvantages of the conventional vaccines used for the prevention of viral infections. Live-attenuated pathogen-based vaccines suffer from the limitation of reversion of pathogenic virulence and pose safety concerns, whereas inactivated pathogen-based vaccines induce weaker immune response. Subunit vaccines offer partial protection most of the time. Nanovaccines on the basis of its size, shape, functionality, and surface properties can address these issues and present enhanced and broad-spectrum immunity \[[@CR267]\]. Other advantages include protection of the basic structure of the antigen and its prolonged presentation to immune cells. Various nanovaccines against respiratory viruses have been developed and few are under trial. They can be delivered by intramuscular, subcutaneous, or intranasal routes. Inclusion of antigen into nanoparticles can be brought about by encapsulation or conjugation. Some nanoparticles have their intrinsic ability to elicit immune response \[[@CR268]\]. Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} enlists marketed nanovaccines.

In the last decade, a wide variety of nanoparticulate systems have been designed to induce humoral and cellular immunity against various viral infections. Various phospholipidic, polymeric, inorganic, carbon-based, metallic \[[@CR269]--[@CR271]\], and protein-based systems \[[@CR272]\] have been explored for the development of vaccines \[[@CR273]--[@CR278]\]. In addition, the nanoparticles have been surface modified to carry antigens or epitomes to target antigen-presenting cells \[[@CR279], [@CR280]\]. Disulfide or thiolate-gold chemistry has been used to achieve conjugation of antigenic epitomes with nanoparticles. Advanced methods include the formation of self-assembling units to form nanoparticles surface decorated with antigens \[[@CR242], [@CR281]\].

A multifunctional nanocarrier system of a core--corona architecture, consisting of an oil core for loading immunoactive molecules, surrounded by a polymeric envelope of chitosan assembled with recombinant hepatitis B surface antigen was designed in an attempt to make a single dose vaccine formulation and to elicit a longer-lasting action of immunoprotection and avoid the use of alum as an adjuvant. Chitosan nanocapsules with positive surface charge were shown to enhance the immune response and elicited sustained effect against hepatitis B. Freeze-drying of the formulation that afforded long-term stability and recovery of its physicochemical properties on rehydration was a clear-cut advantage over alum when used as an adjuvant \[[@CR282]\]. One more example includes the development of an effective HIV vaccine. In this design, immunogenic peptides were included into the design of polysaccharide nanoparticles consisting of chitosan and hyaluronic acid and were co-administered with polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (poly(I:C). This system resulted in strong humoral and cellular immunogenic response \[[@CR283]\].Table 7Marketed NanovaccinesNanovaccinesCarrier systemCompositionAreas of UseRefVaxfectin^®^LiposomesGAPDMORIE (a cationic lipid) and DPyPE (a neutral phospholipid) in 1:1 molar ratioAdjuvant for plasmid-DNAH5N1 influenza vaccine\[[@CR184]\]Cervarix®Virus like particlesBivalentAntigenic articles from two strains of HPV 16 and 18 with capsid proteins L1 and L2 adsorbed onto AsO4 (aluminum hydroxide and deacylated monophosphoryl lipid A) as an adjuvantProtection against two oncogenic strains of HPV\[[@CR185]\]Inflexal®VVirosome based trivalent subunit influenza vaccineNaturally occurring phospholipids and phosphatidylcholine with viral envelope glycoproteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) intercalated into it.Retention of natural presentation of antigen\[[@CR186]\]Epaxal®Virosome based inactivated Hepatitis A virus (whole virus) vaccineLecithin and cephalin intercalated with HA and NA forming virosomes, carrying formalin inactivated hepatitis A virus (HAV) adsorbed onto its surface.Long lasting protection, advantageous in case of travelers, and excellent local tolerance as compared to aluminium based adjuvants, compatible with coadministration of other conventional vaccines\[[@CR187]\]DermavirPlasmid DNA based topical vaccine agaawainst HIVViral antigen presentation using dendritic cell Contains plasmid DNA expressing all HIV proteins except integrase, formulated as mannosilated particleSpecific targeting to T antigen presenting cells Protection of DNA from intracellular degradation Under clinical development

Nanotechnological approaches currently under investigation against SARS-CoV2 {#Sec36}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Coronaviruses (CoVs) induced three major outbreaks of respiratory distress syndrome in the last decades, namely severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 with the epicenter in Guangdong, China; Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in 2012 in Saudi Arabia; and novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), in Wuhan Province, China, in late 2019 \[[@CR284]\]. This virus was an unknown pathogen until January 10, 2020, when next-generation sequencing identified it as an RNA virus with genomic sequence similar to SARS-CoV of 2003 and was named as SARS-CoV2. It is a single-stranded positive sense enveloped RNA virus, approximately of 30 kb in length, the longest of the known RNA viruses. It is said to be zoonotic in origin, bats being the large reservoirs of this virus \[[@CR285]\]. The viral genome consists of ORF1a and ORF1b which produces two polyproteins, pp1a (450--500 kDa) and pp1ab (750--810 kDa) \[[@CR286]\]. This polypeptide is proteolytically processed into structural and nonstructural proteins which are important for virus survival and multiplication. This proteolytic cleavage is mainly mediated by the main protease (M^pro^) also known as 3-chymotrypsin-like protease (3CL^pro^) \[[@CR287]\]. Structural proteins include spike, envelope, membrane, nucleocapsid, and other accessory protein. The 6 nonstructural proteins play an important role in viral replication and infectivity. The spike protein is known to be essential for viral entry \[[@CR288]\]. It is cleaved by enzymes like transmembrane protease serin 2, furin, etc into S~1~ and S~2~. S~1~ binds to angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptors expressed on the host cell and S~2~ facilitates membrane fusion. Under low pH, uncoating of the virus occurs. Genomic viral RNA undergoes translation to form polyproteins (pp1a/pp1ab) which then undergoes proteolysis to give nsp 3,4,6 \[which forms double membrane vesicles (DMV)\], RdRp, and Hel (which is transferred inside DMV) and undergoes translation. These proteins are moved into the endoplasmic reticulum--Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) where the N protein enclosed viral genomes get attached, forming mature virions. This initiates the process of assembly of viruses and is followed by the release of viruses via exocytosis \[[@CR289], [@CR290]\] (as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Schematic representation of life cycle of novel corona virus in the host  cell

The latest development in viral diseases was the advent of COVID-19, which was so named as it started in late 2019. The symptoms of this disease included fever, cough, shortness of breath, and pneumonia, ranging from mild to severe degree, with a higher transmission rate than SARS-CoV. The severe cases demonstrated respiratory, gastrointestinal, hepatic, and neurological complications that can lead to death. The human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 is reported to occur by respiratory droplets or direct contact with the patients \[[@CR284]\].

To date, no precise antiviral cure is available for COVID-19. Drug repurposing has identified remdesivir, favipiravir (RNA polymerase inhibitors), lopinavir/ritonavir combination along with interferon-β, and hydroxychloroquine as promising candidates for the treatment of this disease; however, these drugs are said to be associated with serious side effects. Certain interleukin-6 inhibitors are in clinical trials for their immunomodulatory effect in COVID-19 \[[@CR291]\]. Zhou et al. in their study attempted to minimize the time that elapses before results from preclinical trials can be converted into desirable clinical outcomes by making quick identification of repurposable drugs possible. They looked at potential drug combinations through the lens of a medicine platform based on systems pharmacology to target 2019-nCoV/SARS-CoV2 and made it possible to quantify the interrelationship between the HCoV--host interactome and drug targets \[[@CR29]\].

In the fight against this devastating pandemic, nanotechnological tools have been adopted by several companies and academic institutions. These efforts have laid groundwork in the areas of rapid diagnosis, prevention, and treatment. In light of this, we present here a compilation of various efforts based on nanotechnology, going on around the globe to fight against this pandemic. We wish to state that these are not research papers; however, this compilation will help in the emergence of newer ideas and innovations.

According to the statistical analysis conducted by StatNano, there is a total of 9217 patents filed at different patent offices with respect to coronaviruses till February 13, 2020; 5.2% of these are based on nanotechnology. The majority of these patents are on diagnostic technology followed by RNAi therapeutics, vaccines, and nanomaterial-based filters \[[@CR292]\]. The following section briefs about various such approaches which are at different stages of development.

Dr. Patrick Couvreur at the Institute Galien Paris-Sud, in France, applied a multidrug nanoparticle approach to fight against the cytokine storm observed in the case of hyperinflammatory state of COVID-19. He encapsulated adenosine and squalene, a naturally occurring anti-inflammatory compound and fat, respectively, produced in our body, in a nanoparticulate system consisting of alpha tocopherol (vitamin E envelope). The formulation was tested in mice in a state of hyperinflammation and suffering from cytokine storm to mimic the condition of COVID-19. A significant decrease in TNF-α along with an increase in anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-10 was observed \[[@CR293]\].

Arcturus Therapeutics, a company leading into RNA therapeutics based in San Diego, and Duke-NUS Medical School, a research-intensive medical school at Singapore, have collaborated their efforts to develop an mRNA-based vaccine against COVID-19. They propose to use a LUNAR platform to develop lipid-based nanoparticles to encapsulate the mRNA to trigger rapid and prolonged antigen expression within host cells resulting in protective immunity against infectious pathogens. LUNAR is known to be composed of four lipid components: a lipid proprietary to Arcturus Therapeutics, consisting of a pH-sensitive ionizable amino group and a biodegradable lipid backbone containing an ester linkage, cholesterol, a phospholipid 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), and a pegylated lipid. The amino groups remain unionized at physiological pH, preventing toxicity due to the otherwise used cationic lipid for RNA delivery. It gets positively ionized at acidic endosomal pH enabling its binding to anionic lipids inside endosomes and disrupting its membrane to release the therapeutic RNA. The presence of ester linkage also makes it susceptible to cleavage by esterases, so as to produce hydrophilic products successive to cellular delivery, which can be rapidly metabolized, leading to reduced toxicity \[[@CR294]\]. Another company Alnylam Pharmaceuticals Inc., leading in lung delivery technology, in collaboration with Vir Biotechnology Inc (both US based) is planning lipid nanoparticle--based delivery of functionalized siRNA for therapeutics against COVID-19. They propose to use SNALP as a technology platform which uses ionizable lipids, shielding lipids, cholesterol, and endogenous or exogenous targeting ligands for the delivery of nucleic acid \[[@CR295], [@CR296]\].

Scientists at the University of Waterloo, Canada, are designing nanotechnology-based vaccine that can be delivered through the intranasal route. They propose to deliver therapeutic DNA to target tissues through nasal spray to produce SARS-CoV2 antigenic proteins (virus-like particles) which are harmless but produce an immunogenic response against the virus \[[@CR297]\].

Chinese researchers recently announced their success in developing a special nanomaterial (nanozyme) that can absorb and deactivate this deadly virus with the efficiency of 96.5 to 99.9% \[[@CR298]\].

Novavax, a US-based biotechnology company, has developed a vaccine candidate using its proprietary recombinant protein nanoparticle technology platform to generate antigens derived from the coronavirus spike (S) protein. Novavax expects to utilize its proprietary Matrix-M™ adjuvant with its COVID-19 vaccine candidate to enhance immune responses \[[@CR299]\].

Forest business, nanoSeptic, is developing a mineral nanocrystal-based technique to create a coating material which gets activated by any visible light to cause a strong oxidation reaction to completely breakdown any organic material including the virus. Similarly, a nanotech surface company in Italy has used titanium dioxide and silver ion--based nanoformulations to spray over buildings and surfaces to sanitize them. They claim that with this, the surfaces remain self-sterilized for years \[[@CR300]\].

The Iranian government is supporting a manufacturing plant producing 4 million N95 masks per day based on nanofiber technology. They propose that nanofibers produced by electrospinning as perfect filter materials for manufacturing N95 masks. The Czech nanofiber technology firm Respilon Group has incorporated copper oxide into nanofibers to be used for producing mask that has the capability of trapping and destroying the virus. The Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Korea, developed nanofiber-based nanofilters using an insulation block electrospinning process which maintains its filtering efficiency even after 20 washes with ethanol. The orthogonal and unidirectional alignment of nanofibers is claimed to minimize the air pressure toward the filter and maximize filtration efficiency \[[@CR301]\].

The World Nano Foundation (WNF) has created a second-generation rapid COVID-19 IgM/IgG antibody assay kit using gold nanoparticles into a testing strip. Also, an MIT spin out startup company has developed strips based on gold nanoparticles which could give the color reaction within 20 min of the start of the test. The strip is coated with antibodies that bind to the specific SARS-CoV2 viral protein and the second antibody is attached to gold nanoparticles. The patient's sample is placed on the strip, and if it has viral antigen which binds to both these antibodies, a colored spot appears on the strip. Sona Nanotech Inc., a Canada-based company, is developing a nanorod-based lateral flow test to screen the patient for the nCoV virus, which is expected to produce results within 5--15 min \[[@CR302]\].

St. Olavs Hospital in Trondheim used iron oxide nanoparticles coated with silica to extract RNA from a patient's sample in an attempt to fight the COVID-19 outbreak \[[@CR303]\].

PreLynx in their portals have used vapors of a nanopolymer-based sanitizer which gets sprayed on individuals entering through this portal along with scanning of body temperature \[[@CR304]\].

Nanoherbal formulations {#Sec37}
-----------------------

Herbal drugs and phytoconstituents are considered to be safe and efficacious in comparison with allopathic medicines. Globally, the use of natural medicines is increasing. Principles of nanoscience and technology have been applied to these naturally occurring drugs for the purpose of increasing their bioavailability and achieving targeted delivery \[[@CR305]\]. Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} gives a compilation of nanotechnology based herbal formulation for antiviral therapy.Table 8Nano-herbal formulations for antiviral effectHerb or BotanicalNanoparticle TypeDiseaseAdvantagesRefHypocrellinsA C9 monounsaturated modelphospholipidLiposomesHSV 1Increased hydophilicity and stability\[[@CR188]\]MarsupiumPhospholipid LiposomesViral infectionsIncrease in bioavailability\[[@CR189]\]OxymatrinePhospholipid LiposomesViral infectionsIncrease in bioavailabiliy\[[@CR190]\]Catechins (Active constituents -- (+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechinChitosan nanoparticlesViral infectionsIncreased stability of catechins\[[@CR192]\]Harungana madagascariensispoly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLG) nanoparticlesViral infectionsIncrease in bioavailabiliy\[[@CR192]\]QuercetinEudragit® E & poly vinyl alcohol nanoparticlesViral infections likeDENV, InfluenzaImproved bioavailability and stability\[[@CR193]\]Artemisia arborescens L.Positively chargedMultilamellar liposomesMLVs and small unilamellarSUVs LiposomesHSV 2,Increase in bioavailabiliy\[[@CR194]\]CatechinChitosan nanoparticlesInfluenzaImproves Bioavailability and controlled drug release\[[@CR191]\]Ambrosia arborescensSilver nanoparticlesDENV, CHIKV, ZIKVEffective in low concentration\[[@CR195]\]*Phyllanthus niruri*^Silver\ nanoparticles^DENVCheap & Nontoxic materials are used\[[@CR196]\]Cymbopogon citratusGold nanoparticlesDENVEffective in low concentration\[[@CR197]\]*Halodule uninervis*Gold nanoparticlesDENV, CHIKV, ZIKVCheap, easy to produce & effective treatment\[[@CR198]\]Silybum MarianumphytoliposomesHepatitis CHigh bioavailability and more active in pharmacological activity.\[[@CR199]\]

Overcoming barriers and economization {#Sec38}
=====================================

Despite huge efforts and funds directed toward the development of nanotechnology-based formulations for various indications for the past three decades, there are only about twenty such FDA-approved products available in the market. The majority of these formulations are for cancer and neurological disorders, with liposomes and polymeric nanoparticles being largely used for drug delivery. However, the recent trend in investigational drugs is moving toward micellar systems, nanocrystals, dendrimers, and multicomponent targeted delivery systems and the therapeutic areas addressed are bacterial, fungal, and viral infections \[[@CR306]\]. The next decade will witness the rise of nanotechnology platforms for the treatment of microbial infections including viral.

Nanotoxicity as a major limitation {#Sec39}
----------------------------------

With the rapid advancement of nanoscience in the healthcare sector, its adverse effects and toxicities are parallelly assessed by many scientists. On the virtue of the same reasons that lead to its increased potency, i.e., small size, larger surface area, specific shapes, and surface charges, their interaction at nonspecific target sites also increases \[[@CR307]\]. The major mechanism responsible for the toxicity of nanomaterials is considered to be enhanced generation of oxidative stress and inflammatory mediators in various tissues which damage the biological molecules of the cell, namely proteins, lipids, and DNA \[[@CR308]\]. Some of the most perfused organs in the body include the liver, lungs, spleen, kidney, and heart. On account of this, they receive a maximum amount of any material that is absorbed or injected. The liver is the major site where accumulation of free radicals takes place. Hence, nanomaterials may cause hepatotoxicity, nephrotoxicity, cardiotoxicity, immunotoxicity, and genotoxicity \[[@CR309]\]. Gold nanoparticles are shown to undergo cyanidation and oxidation in the body generating toxic products. They get heavily absorbed in the kidneys and are known to cause nephrotoxicity \[[@CR310]\]. Similarly, various in vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated the toxicity of silver nanoparticles (AgNP). Besides the pulmonary toxicity of inhaled AgNP and dermatotoxicity of topical AgNP, they are found to be harmful in sperm function as well as embryo development \[[@CR311]--[@CR313]\]. Among the metal oxide nanoparticles, CuO nanoparticles have shown the highest level of DNA damage and cytotoxicity in vitro \[[@CR314]\]. ZnO and TiO~2~ nanoparticles are also known to cause potential harm to human health \[[@CR315], [@CR316]\]. Numerous studies have been carried out on the toxicity of carbon-based nanomaterials. The presence of metal-based impurities and agglomeration state are considered to be major factors responsible for toxicity in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) besides size, shape, and length that have been found to be responsible for cytotoxicity. Murphy et al. have shown that long-term retention of long carbon nanotubes leads to severe inflammation and progressive fibrosis in mice \[[@CR317]\]. It is found that --COOH-functionalized SWCNTs were more toxic than the nonfunctionalized ones \[[@CR318]\]. In the case of MWCNT, the cationic-functionalized nanotubes are found to cause more lysosomal dysfunction as compared with --COOH-functionalized MWCNT \[[@CR319]\]. Numerous studies have shown multiple toxicities of graphene-based nanomaterials in cells and animals \[[@CR320]\]. There are even reports about the clinical toxicity of polymeric nanoparticles composed of polyacrylates, where pulmonary inflammation and fibrosis were displayed \[[@CR321]\]. The toxicity of these nanomaterials of course depends on the dose and period of exposure, and conclusion about their toxicity has to be carefully drawn based on sound testing protocols. Efforts are ongoing toward approaches to overcome these toxic effects of nanomaterials so that the potential benefits outweigh the risks.

Manufacturing and scale-up challenges {#Sec40}
-------------------------------------

Though there is a vast amount of literature offering profound benefits of nanotechnology-based approaches to diagnose and treat viral infections, limited products have made their way to clinics. The complexity, variability, and diversity of the approaches and the absence of a detailed methodology of experimentation and characterization have made reproducibility and scale-up a big challenge \[[@CR322]\]. The control of critical parameters during manufacturing and the effect of even minor changes on overall safety and efficacy of the product is a major challenge in the pharmaceutical development of nanomedicines \[[@CR323]\]. FDA guidelines for the industry similar to that for 'liposomal drug products' and 'drug products, including biological products, that contain nanomaterials' are needed for the development of nanomedicines through other different approaches \[[@CR323]\]. This may help in harmonizing efforts toward a successful product. In a similar way, testing of these products for safety and toxicity by procedures specific for nanoformulations is needed. In addition, pharmaco-economics play a crucial role in the product's access to the market and its commercialization \[[@CR323]\].

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} below enumerates the different ways by which the above drawbacks can be overcome so that nanotechnology can become cost-effective as a treatment strategy.Fig. 6Methods to overcome manufacturing and scale-up challenges

Futuristic aspects {#Sec41}
==================

Various novel delivery systems like nanotraps, nanorobots, nanobubbles, nanofibers, and nanodiamonds are paving their way in the diagnosis, prevention, and therapeutics of viral infections. These systems have broadened our vision and opened up a whole new area of research in the direction of antiviral therapeutics.

Nanotraps {#Sec42}
---------

Nanotraps are homogeneous hydrogel particles comprised of high affinity, charge-based, bulky aromatic baits which form the core, surrounded by a sieving shell made by polymerization reaction. They are designed to selectively trap the target virus, infectious virions, and viral proteins through hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, while excluding high molecular weight proteins like albumin. While they are selective and versatile and provide molecular sieving, they also protect the trapped particles and proteins from degradation by proteases and are stable to various buffering temperature and storage conditions, required for downstream processing for the assay methodologies \[[@CR324]\]. Nanotraps have found application in the diagnosis of HIV-1 infections. In one study, scientists used nanotraps having a core made up of Cibacron Blue surrounded by a sieving shell made up of polymers of N-isopropylacrylamide, N,N-methylenebis-acrylamide, and allylamine or methacrylate with vinylsulfonic acid monomers incorporated into it. These nanotraps were found to capture and concentrate selectively HIV-1 Tat peptide, full-length Tat, Nef, p24 proteins, and cell-free virions from patients' sera as well as infected culture supernatant \[[@CR325]\]. Acrylic acid, Acid Black 48, and pigment red are few other baits which have been used for designing nanotraps. In the past, the nanotrap concept has been used for the detection of a variety of viruses like RSV \[[@CR326]\], Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV) \[[@CR327]\], Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV), human coronavirus, and influenza virus from different complex matrices like saliva, nasal fluid, and nasal aspirates \[[@CR328]\]. Recently, nanotraps were used for high efficiency purification of intact foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) for the purpose of inactivated vaccine manufacture. The purification was based on affinity between Gram-positive enhancer matrix particles (GEM) (obtained from nonliving food grade *Lactococcus lactis* bacteria with intact peptidoglycan envelope but without recombinant DNA or cellular components) coupled with a peptidoglycan-binding protein anchor (GEM-PA) and the FMDV-specific nanobody (Nb). The GEM-PA-Nb nanotrap displayed easy and efficient purification of FMDV from cellular lysates \[[@CR329]\]. Nanotrap particles have enhanced the detection sensitivity and specificity by allowing enrichment of the sample through molecular size sieving. Recently, magnetic nanotrap particles were found to concentrate and preserve the stability of VEEV and its proteins in whole human blood at elevated temperature (40 °C) and prolonged storage conditions (72 h) \[[@CR330]\]. Recently, magnetic nanotrap particles with different affinity baits consisting of Cibacron Blue, acrylic acid, and Reactive Red 120 have been explored to trap and enrich ZIKV, DENV, and CHIKV in human urine and saliva spiked with 1 × 10^6^ PFU/mL of virus and found that a nanotrap system with Reactive Red 120 as the aromatic bait could recover 8--16-fold higher genomic copies of ZIKV, CHIKV, and DENV. Viral titers as low as 100 PFU/mL for ZIKV and 10 PFU/mL for CHIKV were detectable. Thus, nanotraps have revolutionized the world of viral diagnostics and hold a bright future \[[@CR331]\].

Nanorobots {#Sec43}
----------

Nanorobots are multifunctional controllable machines, made up of inorganic or polymeric nanomaterials, modified with biomimetic materials performing various functions like actuation, propulsion, sensing, signaling, self-replicating, and delivering various materials with high accuracy \[[@CR332]\]. In general, nanorobotic systems consist of a power source, sensors, actuators, onboard computers, pumps, and structural support. Additionally, it has a payload compartment to load the drug and a miniature camera to navigate through the bloodstream \[[@CR333]\]. They are proposed to find a wide application in the development of minimally invasive diagnosis and treatment of various diseases like cancer, diabetes, and neurological and cardiovascular disorders \[[@CR332]\]. They serve as nanosurgeons and find a direct pathway to the cell due to their nanosize and can target the drug delivery directly to the site of action. Though the technology has not been explored with respect to antiviral diagnostics and therapeutics until now, the future will definitely see research in this direction \[[@CR334]\]. This kind of nanorobots can be comprised of a nanobiosensor established by nanoelectronics engineer experts, a nanochip, a nanotube, and a nanocontainer. A nanobiosensor can contain an antibody on its surface for targeting a particular antigen. A nanochip can receive signal from the nanobiosensor and can execute the given tasks. A nanotube can be introduced into the nucleus present in the cell using the nanochip when it receives positive signal. A nanocontainer can contain extremely concentrated DNase and RNase enzyme which can be released into the infected cell and will cut the entire genomic DNA into single nucleotides \[[@CR335]\].

Nanobubbles {#Sec44}
-----------

Nanobubbles possess an oxygen-containing core, as a result of which they are echogenic in nature and can be used for photoacoustic or ultrasonic imaging. They can be loaded with drugs and combined with ultrasound techniques and can be used for site-specific delivery. The core may consist of other gases like perfluoropentane and decafluoropentane and the shell of nanobubbles consists of lipids or polymers and a surfactant so as to provide stability, reasonable half-life, and ideal acoustic parameters to trigger the drug release from nanobubbles \[[@CR336]\]. They find application in photodynamic therapy for supplying oxygen to the hypoxic areas for an effective anticancer treatment \[[@CR337]\]. They display minimally invasive ultrasound-guided site-specific delivery with longer residence time and improved stability. Further, they can be surface modified for active targeting and can serve as theranostics \[[@CR338]\]. Drug-loaded nanobubbles have also been investigated for antibiotic delivery to overcome the challenges of antibiotic resistance, as an adjuvant treatment for chronic infectious wounds. Since the versatile structure of nanobubbles allows the efficient incorporation of a variety of molecules, their application in the future can be extrapolated to the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of viral infections with the advantage of possibility of visualizing the target area and the target drug with the help of real-time ultrasound imaging \[[@CR336]\].

Nanofibers {#Sec45}
----------

Nanofibers, produced by the electrospinning technique, are potential novel drug delivery systems and have found wide applications in the delivery of antibiotics in cases of wound dressing and burns. The drug can be loaded as such or in nanoparticulate form to these nanofibers \[[@CR339]\]. Various polymers like polyvinyl alcohol, chitosan, polycaprolactone, polyethylene oxide, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and cellulose acetate are used for obtaining nanofibers. Core-sheath designs are used for overcoming the problem of initial burst release. They possess unique properties like large surface area and porosity with small pore size and high mechanical strength and capability to get surface modified. In one study, nanofibers prepared from soy proteins were used against the influenza virus \[[@CR340]\]. Carson et al. achieved tunable release of various hydrophilic anti-HIV drugs like tenofovir, raltegravir, maraviroc, and azidothymidine through electrospun fibers blended with two biodegradable polyesters, polycaprolactone (PCL) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA). The ratio of these two polymers was varied to achieve sustained release ranging from 24 h to 30 days \[[@CR341]\]. In another study, an anti-HIV drug loaded onto mucoadhesive HA nanofiber was developed as a topical microbicide to inhibit HIV infection, as an alternative to existing intravaginal drug delivery systems which lack appropriate vaginal retention \[[@CR342]\].

Nanodiamonds {#Sec46}
------------

Nanodiamonds are one of the most promising nanocarbon materials which are safe and possess favorable properties like structural stability, biocompatibility, nontoxicity, increased loading, solubility, bioavailability, and stability of the drug along with prolonged circulation times. They have stable sp^3^ carbon in the core and faceted surfaces which can co-ordinate water molecules surrounding their surface and, hence, possess exceptional proficiency to solubilize the water-insoluble drugs. They are produced by high temperature--high pressure (HTHP method) or by the detonation method \[[@CR343]\]. They have been used for the delivery of various anticancer drugs, siRNAs, hormones, vitamins, and proteins. Nanodiamonds functionalized with growth factors have been used in tissue engineering and localized bone formation. They are capable of being functionally surface modified which helps in the site-specific delivery \[[@CR344]\]. Conjugation of an anti-HIV-1 drug efavirenz with functionalized nanodiamonds has shown increased antiviral efficacy in infected primary human macrophages. In addition, this formulation also showed enhanced passage of the drug through the blood--brain barrier in an in vitro model which used primary human brain microvascular endothelial cells and astrocytes over a sustained period of time, a clear advantage against the free drug \[[@CR345]\]. In another study, the researchers have proposed the use of nanodiamond sorbents for the preparation of filters to purify water from the influenza virus based on their interaction. Nanodiamonds have also been proposed for diagnostic systems in virology through various imaging techniques \[[@CR346]\]. Pham et al. conjugated purified trimeric hemagglutinin (H7) to the surface of nanodiamonds which enhanced the H7-specific IgG immune response \[[@CR347]\].

Mathematical modeling in the treatment of viral diseases {#Sec47}
--------------------------------------------------------

Mathematical modeling is one of the most upcoming techniques and an attractive treatment strategy for viral therapeutics. The model can uncover interesting facts regarding dynamics involving the spread of viral infection and factors involved in the treatment of viral diseases \[[@CR348]\]. Since there are hardly drugs that are able to cure viral diseases completely, the use of a mathematical model may help in the discovery of novel drugs and can also assist in designing new treatment protocols and has the ability to predict future outcomes. Further, this method offers many more advantages like it is a more economical method (reduces experimental costs and wastage), can overcome drug resistance, etc \[[@CR349]\]. Recently, a mathematical model has been devised for the control of Ebola by taking into consideration the Ebola characteristics, dynamic factors, economic, and time optimization \[[@CR350]\]. To understand the dynamics of corona transmission, mathematical models are being generated making use of ordinary differential equations, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods or the serial intervals and intrinsic growth rate to calculate the basic reproduction number, etc \[[@CR351]\].

Conclusion {#Sec48}
==========

Nanotechnology has revolutionized the world by offering innovative solutions to multiple problems associated with various areas of healthcare today. The recent advances in the design and engineering of nanomedicines have offered a number of advantages over conventional methods of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of viral infections. The superiority of nanomedicine approaches lies in presenting unique characteristics like small particle size, high area to volume ratio, flexibility to get surface modified in order to achieve desired selectivity, and biocompatibility. Additionally, these novel approaches present enormous potential in antiviral therapeutics by helping to overcome the problems of resistance to therapy, low solubility and bioavailability of drugs, burst release, and short duration of action.

Future research can be directed to achieve 'multifunctionalization' of nanomaterials in order to achieve site-specific, concurrent delivery of multiple drugs and 'multiplexing' in order to achieve treatment of broad spectrum of diseases and associated comorbidities in a heterogeneous population. Development of theranostics which can bring about accurate diagnosis along with effective treatment and real-time monitoring is becoming increasingly essential in the field of viral infections. Various technologies like nanotraps, nanodiamonds, and nanofibers have found their way in ongoing research against influenza and HIV-1 viruses and can be further extended to other viral infections. Studies to enhance immune response and usage of nanomaterials as adjuvant to antiviral vaccines have been promising in the prevention and control of viral infections.

Among the few barriers in the development of these advanced forms of nanomaterials are the complexities involved in their fabrication and characterization and their large-scale production. The concern of long-term toxicity should be given paramount importance while designing the nanomaterials. However, with rapid advancements in the field of material chemistry, biology, and technology, one can be hopeful that the rate at which the emergence of new viral infections takes place can be controlled and the overall management of viral infections can be more effective.
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